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ASSEMBLY, No. 3851 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTRODUCED SFJP'l'EMBER 15. Hl83 

By Assemblywoman GARVIN and Assemblyman ROCCO 

AN AcT creating a commission to study rerornrnendations of the 

several national commissions and task forces on education, and 

making an appropriation. 

1 Bn IT l!lNAcrnn by the Senate and General Assembly of the State 

2 of New Jersey: 

1 1. The Legislature finds and declares that: 

2 a. We take justifiable pride in what our schools have historically 

3 accomplished and contributed to New ,Jersey and the well-being 

4 of its people ; 

5 b. Several national reports on education recently have proposed 

6 that certain changes be instituted in the public schools; and 

7 c. It is incumbent upon the Legislature to ensure that New Jersey 

8 is ever vigilant in ide11tifying alternatives to enhance the educa-

9 tion of its citizens and to strengthen the public school system. 

1 2. There is created a commission to consist of 35 members, all 

2 of whom shall he citi:r.cns and residentR of this State, two to be 

3 appointed from the membership of the Senate by the President 

4 thereof, no more than onp of whom Hhall he of the same politieal 

5 party; two to he appointed from the membership of the General 

6 Assembly by tho Speaker theroof, no more than onP of whom shall 

7 be of the same political party; the members of the Senate and 

8 Assembly Education CommitteeR; the CornmisRioner of Education, 

9 ex officio, or his deHip;nee; tlw 8tate 'l'reasurcr, ex officio, or hiR 

10 designee; the PrPsidm,t of the Nnw ,TerRPY F.ducation Association; 

11 the President of I.he N1-1w ,forney Principals and Supervi11ors As-

12 soeiation; the PrPsiclent of tlw New :rerRPY Association of Rehool 



13 Admiuistrators; tlw PresidP11t ol' the Lea,t•;u<' ol' \\'0111P11 Vofors of 

14 New Jersey; the ExP,·11tiYP TlirPdor oJ' tlw N,•11· ,l<'rs"." 'l 1nx1m~·en; 

15 Association; and th" l'resideut of th,; l'iew .forst':V :\ssol'ialio11 ol' 

16 Srhool Business Officials. 

17 'rhe remaiuing members of tl1e comnJ.issio11 s11all IH· appoiated 

18 by the Goveruor with tlw ad1·ice and ronsr1,t of tlw NPttale, pro-

19 vided that there shall be equal political rPpn•s,•tilntion of mernlH'r-

20 ship, and shall include two school superi11t,•ndP11ts; two st•<'ondary 

:21 school teachers; two elemc11tar.1· Sl'hool tPael1ers; two a"nd<'rnil'ians 

22 whose expertise is in lhP field of educatio1,; two 111cmhcrs of 1,wal 

2:3 boards of education and l11rn" llH'llil1t,rn ol' t It" g·,•11,•ral p11blic. 

:24 'J'he memlwrs shall serTP without corn1H;11satio11, h11t shall bi; rn-

25 iruhursed for lll'Cessary exp<'nscs i11enn,•d i 11 tl1<' p,,rl'o1·111a11e,• oi: 

26 their duties, subject to thre arnilahility of ruuds. 

l :~. The commission slmll orµ;auize as 80011 a,-; rna>' hP practicable 

2 following the appointment of it,; membern a11d shall (;lect a cl1air

:~ man frorn among its rneml"•rn an<l n s<;<•r<'fan·, who 11Ped not be 

4 a member ol' the l'onnnissio11. 

4. '!'he com1ni,-;,;io11 sltall ('011duct a co111pn'hl'nsin• stud~· and 

2 examination of the concerns all(] rPeornrnfe1i,latio11s of the S<'Vf>ral 

3 national commissions and task fon·es on f'tl11cation µ;ivi11g special 

4 attention to tl1e preparatio11, training- and rdientio11 of quality 

5 teaehers and other recomm,•11datio11s that rnay "llhanc<' or expand 

6 the State's goal of maintaining a thorough a]l(I dfieient systPm of 

7 public schools. 

l 5. The commission shall hn P11titl<'d to <'all to itR assistance and 

2 avail itBelf of thP Sf)rvices of l'rnployeps ol' an>' Stafo, county or 

3 municipal department, hoard, hureau, cm111nissio11 or agency as it 

4 may require and as may !JP available to it J'or these JlllJ'IHises, and 

5 to employ stenogTapltie awl cl<'ri<'al assistants anti i11c·nr trav,dinµ; 

6 and other miscPllai1POUs Pxpe11sPs us it lllay <i<'Pllt IIP<>(•ssury, i11 

7 onler to perform its dutir;s a,,rl as may J,,, withi11 flH· lilllits of funds 

8 appropriated or othp1•wise rnatlc• available to it l'or thPs1• p11rposi1s. 

l 6. Tl1e connnissio11 maY rnnnt and hold h,•ari11gs at 1u1>· plaPf! as 

2 it shall t..•signa!P during thr> sPssions or rt)c•es,sPs ot' tit(' L(•gislntur<' 

;3 and shall r'•port its findings and n•<'omrnn11d11tio11s 1o the Legisla-

4 turn ou or hefol't' .J a1mar)' I, l !)8~,. a('('Olll pa11>·i 11g t l1P sarnn with 

[j any legislative hills ll'hieh it Illa_,. dPsin· to n•c•011m1P11d for adoption 

ii by the LegislalurP. 

7. Tlwr<' is appropriat,•d $75.000.00 to tiJP ,•0111111issio11 i11 ordnr 

2 to effectuate the pmposi;~ of this ac.t. 

1 8. This act shall t:, kc, nffrd inmwrliat<'ly. 
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STATI<~M l~NT 

'I'his bill cr<'atP;; a rommission t.o ;;tudy tlw recornnwndations and 

conc<>rus of the variouR national connuissio11s and task forces that 

have made recornmemlatious to improve the schools. 





ASSEMBLY, No. 397 4 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

IN'l'RODUCED RlDP'l'P.MBER 15, 1983 

Hy AsRe111hly11wn DORI A, DOYLI<], ARsP111hlywo111a11 GARVIN, Assem

blymen ROCCO, l'ALATA, llMNNl•J'l''I', WOLF', Ml<WI<m, llEND

RICKRON, BOCCII.TNI, ROD, SCHURER, KOSCO, HAYTAJAN, 

Assmnhlywoman COOPlDR, Assemblymen KAV.\.NA1JGH, K]<]LLY, 

MAHlrnRT, LT'l"fl<JLL, MUZIANT, CIHNNTCI, ROONEY, SHUS

T]<}D, l\IA½llH, NAPLES, VANWAGNJ<]R, OTLOWSKJ, PA'l'l<}R

Nl'l'l, CHAIU,l1]S, ADUBA'l'O, .TANlSZJ<]WSKJ, COWAN, 

'I'. GALLO, PA'l'l<:RO, DJ<]VJ<m.JN, LO~G, RlLRY, MARSELLA, 

Mul•}NROJ<.:, FOR'l'UNATO, Assemblywomen KALIK, PERUN, 

Assemhlymc,n BRYAN'!', PANKOK, PELLY, VISOTCKY, HOL

LIDNHT<]CK, GORMAN, JACKMAN, GIRG.l<JN'l'I, FELICE, WAT

SON, SCIIW ARTZ, UI<::RMAN, ZANGAIU, BAFrn, KARCH:Ern, 

'1'1101\f PSON aud BROWN 

AN AcT eo11eerni11g teaeher Cf?rtification am\ RU)lple111e11ti11g 'l'iUe 

18A of the New Jersey Statutes. 

1 BE IT ENAl''.l'ED by the Senate atnd General Assembly of the State 

2 of New Jersey: 

l 1. Tn order to he reoonunended for a New Jersey instructional 

2 certifirato aft<•r tlw effective dato of this ad, an imlividual shall, 

a ill addition to l"ulfilliuµ; all of the standards and requirements estah-

4 lished pursuant to N. J. A. C. 6 :11-7.1 et seq. adopted on August 

fl Hi, ]!)82, 11u,et Ow following eriteria: 

fi a. 'l.'he 111ai11h,11a11c(• of a crunulativ" grade poillt a,n,rage of at 

7 least 2.8 011 a l-male i11 which 4 i8 an A, and achieves at Jew;t a 3.0 

8 in i;tudPut teaching; 

!l h. A cornprdwnsivo fivaluatio11 iucludi11g hut uot limited to the 

lO snecPssful J)('rl"or1111rne(• 011 a uatioually validah•d examination that 
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11 tests the imlividual's p;eueral k11owledgn of t<>1whi11g· and Prlnratio11; 

12 and 

13 (1) if teachiug in a seco11dary sehool, 11 Ruhj<'ct 111attPr Pxarniua-

14 tion in a11y area of foaehin1~ for which he will h1• l'l'HfJOnHihlP aH 

15 part of his full-timP tr.arhi11g dutirs; or 

1G (2) if teaching i11 an rlrnw11tury H<'hool, au 1•xa111i11atio11 that 

17 tests the individual's knowlC'dge of tnachi ng a11d the, xul,jed rnnttc,r 

18 iu elementary Hcl10ols. 

l 2. In order to he approved as a program for Uw preparation of 

2 teachers, tJ1c institution offoring· tlw progrn111 shall, in atldit.io11 to 

8 meeting all the standards a11d n,quirP111e11t.s Pstu.hlish('.(l pursuant 

4- io N . • r. A. C. 6:11-7.1 pf ~<'([., tlPJll()IJStrntl' that tl11• Jll'Ol'<•HHio11al 

.i e<lucat,ion cot1JJHJI1('J1t of thP currieuhtnt ad<'q11atidy r<'fl<><'tH tlw most 

(j recm1t research available 011 effodiw teaching and pffertive schools. 

1 3. lfog'inni11g on ,January 1, l!l84-, 110 i11divicl11al shall l.,e per-

2 rnitted (o t1•ach in a Xew ,forscy puhlic s<•.hool urdesH that individual 

3 hol<ls, aH a 111i11i11111111, a h1wh<'lor's d1,µ;r<'P f'ronr nn :u·c•.n,di1Prl four 

-l y<•1.1r i.11stitution or hiµ;her Pd1walio11. 111 tlw OV<'11t. tl111t it <•~111 lw 

5 <lemonstratPd I,y the• ehief srhool udmi11istra1or of llw 1•n1ployi11µ; 

ti district that 110 such individual is availahi<,. tlH, ConunissioHPI' ol' 

7 l•Jd11catio11 may iH~lW a te111pornry cc,rtifkatn; .howtw<•r, that e1•r-

8 tifi.cate shall be valid only so loHg as the individnnl is enrolled and 

9 is i11 good standi11p; in 11 dcgrPn gmnti11µ; progTarn and is rnaki11µ; 

10 1·easonahlP prop;r(\ss toward the ]ia('.hPlor'i; deµ;rr.e. 

l 4. 'l'he Conrn1issi01wr of l1]d1rnatio11 and the Chancellor of' Highn 

2 l<Jdueatio11, in 1•.011sultation with the pn,si,lo11t. of the i11st.ituti011s 

:) in this State offering approved teaelrer prPparat.iou pro1~rn111s, 

4 shall take all necessary actio11 to implement the "Stan<la1·ds for 

5 State Approval of 'J'f•acl1er J•Mucatio11" wloptPd on August 16, 1!182 

6 (N. J. A. U. fi:ll--7.l et s,,q.J and, hy January 1, UJ84 shall advise 

7 the Edueation nrl(l Higher Education Con1111ittPes of tl1e Le>gisla-

8 ture of the status of these rp 0 ·11]11tio11s. 

5. This act shall taJrn effoet immediately. 

ST ATJ<JMI<3NT 

'l'he purpose or this hill is to <'llSUrP that prngrnms in New 

,Jersey <·ollege~ for tlw prPparntioH or tearlwr,s med rigorous 

standards mid tlrat. i11dividualR Pntrrinµ: 1111• tPar.hing profpi-;sio11 

are of the highPst. quality. 

Under this h:11, an individual will be rPqnirNI to rnaintnin a B

( 2.8) aw,raµ:<• and lo pass a n:~t.ionally Hornwd st.1111darcfo1ed test 

in profossi011al ndum1•·on and in a R1thj1mf. an:a i11 order to l)(, 
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eertified to teaeh in New Jersey. 1t also requires all approved 

programs to demonstrate that they rnflect the latest research in 

effective teaching a11d eff11ctive schools. 

In addit.io11 1.hP hill clirects the Commissioner of ]<}dueu.tio11 and 

the Chancellor of Higher F:ducation to implement the reforms 

adopted 011 August Hi, 1982 and to report to the legislative commit

tees of 1•1chrnat.ion and Higher I•~ducation on the status of these 

reform!:. 

Essentially, u.~ of September l, 1983 no individual can he ad

mitted to a tt,aeher preparation progTam unless they (1) demon

strate proficiPney in hasie skills, (2) have a 2.5 average and (3) 

demonstrate aptitmlP for tPaehing through a i-upervised field ex

perience. In order to he certified an individual must ( 1) maintain 

a C+ averag<', (2) complete an academic major and (3) demon

strate competenc~· through successful student teaching. 

'l'hese rng11latio11s, based upon years of study, were promulgated 

in Augi1st 1.!>82, when they WPJ'e heralded as ma;jor reforms of 

teacher education programs. Although effective 011 September 1, 

1983 they have yet to he fully or effectively implemented. 

'L'he implementation of the State Board standards, and the more 

rigorous requir<mrn11ts coutu.ined iu this bill will effectively insure 

that the future teachers of our r,hildren ment the standards of 

excellenc.e wl1ich we all desire. 
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ASSEMBL YHAN JOSEPH V. OORIA, JR. (Chairman, Asselllhly Higher 

Education and Regulated Professions Committee): We are going to call 

the hearing to order at this point. We want to thank everyone for 

cominq out. I want to begin by thanking the people here at Kean 

College for their hosrntality, especially Dean Frank Esposito of the 

School of Education, and Laurie Herzik, who is the Director of the 

theatre here. I want to thank them for all their help and cooperation. 

What we wi 11 do is begin by having a few openi.ng comments 

from me and from Mrs. Garvin, and then we will ask the various 

individuals who have asked to testify to come up here. We will ask 

everyone to please be as brief as possible. We would like you to stay 

within a five minute time frame. The reason for this is that we have a 

list that goes up to thirty at the present time, and that does not 

necessarily include people who might come in without having notified us 

beforehand. Obviously, we do not want to be repetitious. We want 

everyone lo have an opportunity to express their opinions and go on 

record, and we would like lo be able lo ask questions. So, we would 

ask you lo try to limit yourselves to five minutes. If you have 

written comments or statements, please hand them to us, so we can put 

them into the record, and then you can just comment on them, because we 

will print the entire statement as is. Those are just a few ground 

rules we can begin with. 

As you know, this is a joint hearing of the Assembly 

Education Commitlee and the Assembly Higher Education and Regulated 

Professions Committee, the purpose of which is to review two bills, one 

of which is Assemblywoman Garvin's bill, A-3851, and one is my bill, 

A-3974. Both of these bills deal specifically with a review of 

educ at ion here in the State of New Jersey. I wi 11 comment briefly on 

my bill,- and then ask Assemblywoman Garvin to comment on her bill. 

My bill is specifically a restatement of the present 

guidelines, t:he guidelines which became effective as of September, 

1983, for educational certification in the State of New Jersey. The 

purpose of the bill is, one, t:o elicit discussion concerning the 

guidelines as they presently exist and, two, to elicit discussion 

concerning the various proposals made by the Commissioner of Education 

and the Governor as they relate to teacher certification and the 

possible alternate means of certification in the State of New Jersey. 



We have major concerns over some of the suggestions that have 

been made. This bill is not the solution to all the problems, rather 

it is a point from which we can depart and discuss what presently 

exists and how we can better improve what exists. I do not think that 

anyone disagrees with the premise that there is a need to improve 

education in the State of New Jersey. I think ther,: is disagreement 

over exactly what wil 1 do that and how we can do that. I think at the 

present time we are saying that the Commissioner's proposf:ils are 

proposals that are, in my opinion, "throwing the baby out with the bath 

water." They go loo far. 

There is a need for some of the suggestions, but the 

suggest ions have just gathered to a point where we are not creating an 

alternate system, but rather we are replacing a system, and that, 

obviously, is not what we want to do. 

With those comments, I w i 11 end my st at ement and ask Mrs. 

Garvin if she would like to make her statement. 

ASSEHBLYWCl4AN MILDRED BARRY GARVIN (Chairwoman, Assembly 
Education Co.nittee): Thank you, Assemblyman Doria. First, I would 

like to thank Dr. Esposito, and the marvelous young people who have the 

responsibility of manning this marvelous theatre. I arrived here early 

today not knowing the conditions we would be faced with, and here we 

found all these extraordinary young people to assist us in this whole 

arrangement. So, I would like to thank them and, also, Laurie, who I 

am sure had a lot to do with it. 

I think that even though Assemblyman Doria's bill and my bill 

are scheduled today, since many of the persons who have requested lo be 

heard are interested in Assembly Bill 3974, which I am one of the 

cosponsors of, we will perhaps restrict the testimony to that bill. I, 

for one, would like to thank Assemblyman Doria, because when we had 

this idea to have a hearing statewide after working hours-- May I 

share with you that this idea is not popular in Trenton, but I think 

Assemblyman Doria and myself are really interested 1n hearing the views 

on a statewide basis, and the only way we are going lo be able to do 

that is to have hearinqs after working hours, especially when there are 

issues affecting teachers. It is very difficult foi- teachers to get. 

off during the day, so Wf' felt we would have a hearing here, and we are 
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Rlso planning one in Soutt1 Jersey, but the date of that hearing has not 

yet been firmly established. But, Joe, I would like to thank you. You 

know, we are such a team, one would not believe we are two separate 

heads of two separate Committees, because we do work so well together, 

and we are concerned. 

I think the comment I would like to make on Assembly thl l 

3974, which has to do with certification, is that since our last public 

hearing in Trenton, the type of mail I have received, in addition to 

lelephone calls, many from people who will not be here today, 

indicates, I think, that we have a ground swell of opposition to the 

bill, but not just opposition for opposition's sake, opposition for 

clarification's sake. So, we arr hoping that with these public 

hearings, the kinds of suggestions you bring to us will somehow be used 

in the process of my bi 11, Assembly Bill 3851, which is to form a 

statewide commission -- and I think I have already named it. 

going to call it the Garvin Commission. 

I am 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: 

excellent name. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: 

That's very good; I think that is an 

Then I ' 11 be sure it wi 11 have broad 

representation to deal with all of the issues concerning education in 

this State. We cannot afford to deal with decisions that impact on the 

diversity of this State without hearing from the people who these 

reforms or recommendations will affect. So, again, Or. Esposito, I 

would really like to thank you for this environment. We are quite 

impressed with 1t. With that, I will turn the hearing over to the 

people who are here. John White is my Legislative Aide, and Kathy 

Fazzari is the Legislative Aide for Assemblyman Doria. Kathy, I think 

what we are goinq to do is let John handle the list, and let you just 

sit back and relax today. Oh, I love to do that. John, would you call 

the speakers for us? 

MR. WHifE: Dr. Frank Esposito, Dean of the School of 

Education, Kean College. 

D R. r R A N I< J. E S P O S I T 0: Thank you. Let me welcome you 

to the campus on behalf of President Weiss, who cannot be here. He did 

ask me to extend his welcome to you, and we are ~ery pleased that you 

chose Kean Col leqe as the site for this hearing. We know it will 

benefit our students and our faculty just to be part of this process. 

3 



I have two statements, one I will make, and lhe other one I 

would like to distribute to you, with your permission, which is the 

statement of President Weiss on the issue of an alternative route to 

certification. 

The Kean College faculty is very supportive of the aclive 

role of the Legislature in dealinq with this emerging crisis. 

Unfortunately, I think the crisis could have been avoided. The crisis 

is really caused by a rather poorly conceived proposal for alternative 

certification. It kind of plays to the fears of people in the 

education community that things will be rammed down their throats 

without consultation. Some of these fears are justified based on past 

experiences. I think it is important that the Legislature, and these 

two Committees, play a role in allaying these fears, by letting people 

know that they do have input and that the opinions of people, 

especially people in the field of teacher education, are valued. 

But, the entire way this particular proposal has been handled 

by the Department of Education, I think, has been, either consciously 

or unconsciously, designed not to get the support of people 1n teacher 

education, but rather to rally the opposition. If I were to pick out a 

way of trying to solidify opposition to something I wanted to do, I 

would follow exactly the scenario adopted by the Department of 

Education. They did not consult with any dean 1n any school of 

educ at ion in the State, public or pr i vale. I am not sure if they 

consulted with any teachers; it is certainly not evident. This 

particular plan was apparently conceived in private and announced in 

public without the benefit of questions from the audience, other than 

the press. It does, unfortunately, convey a lack of respect for people 

in the educational business. It has two main assumptions. The first 

one, that the deans would oppose the change because of their vested 

interest. The second assumption, thal the best route for certification 

reform in New Jersey is through the creation of a climate of conflict 

between districts and colleges, and various groups. 

Both assumptions are inaccurate. College deans in New Jersey 

have expressed for years their dissatisfaction with the course-counting 

method of transcript evaluation for certif1cat1on. They have been on 

record for years as com~lBininq about the misuse of the emergency 
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certificate. The transcript evaluation approach, as you know, allows 

students to accumulate credits from several institutions, and then be 

certified in a particular area. In that way they are able lo avoid 

what we like to think is a morP rigorous approach, and certainly a more 

monitored approach, by taking an approved program at a college, a 

program that has been certified by accrediting bodies, and a program 

that has, especially now under the new standards, rather tight academic 

standards. 

I believe you will find, and that the Commissioner had he 

sought advice would have found, that the faculty and deans of schools 

of education in the State are supportive of the change of 

certification. As Assemblyman Doria mentioned in his earlier remarks, 

the opposition is to this particular reform, and I think we have to 

stress that, because the press has a tendency -- in fact, this tendency 

was evident even before any dean in the State spoke against this plan. 

It was portrayed in the Star-Ledger as, "It is obvious that the deans 

wi 11 oppose this because of their vested interest." As I mentioned 

directly t.o members of the Department of Education about a week ago, 

this puts the deans 1n a rather terrible position, because then if you 

comment, you are comment inq because of vested interest. So anything 

you have to say is immediately written off. I do not think this is the 

way to go about bringing collective change in the State of New Jersey. 

The document itself -- we could spend time with it, but I 

won't because it would belabor it. It 1s replete with exaggerations 

and inaccurate information. There is even some evidence that some of 

the quotations in the document are not accurate quotations. There has 

been a repudiation of one quotation in the document by the author of 

the book published by AACTE. The author has said that the quotation 

misrepresented his thinkinq. I think the plan itself is really a 

disaster. It would unleash into the classroom people without any prior 

training, people who conceivably would qo into an elementary classroom 

with nothing more than a subject matter background. They could 

conceivably go into specialized areas without any kind of background. 

Had this proposal been submitted as a plan for bringing 

super-talented people into secondary teaching, it probably would not 

have been opposed. It certainly would not have been opposed as 



effectively and as strongly as it is being opposed. But, none of those 

provisos were written into the document. 

I also want to mention that a number of people who are 

unhappy with the way in which this has been handled are working 

together as an unofficial coalition. It probably will become an 

official coalition very shortly. The purpose of this group will be to 

come up with constructive alternatives to this Cooperman plan. 

I want to make a few comments also on the two Assembly bills 

under discussion. Assembly Bill 3851, which would create a commission 

to study education in New Jersey -- I endorse that. I think that is a 

very good idea. We have had a lot of study, we had a lot of 

commissions, but I really don't know of any commission, at least in 

this State, where there has been a synthesis of what it is we do know, 

and what we should be doing in education. I think there is a need for 

that, and I heartedly endorse it. 

One suggestion I would like to make is, under the membership 

listing an AFT representative would be appropriate, given the 

importance of that Union to New Jersey and to the nation. Just as an 

additional comment, both the AFT and NJEA, in all of my workings with 

both organizations, are actively interested in coming up with viable 

alternatives to the Cooperman plan. There is not the kind of wild 

opposition that is sometimes portrayed in the press. 

The second bill, A-3974, reaffirms the intent of the minimum 

standards, and I have what I guess would be typical misgivings of any 

dean about legislation regarding academic standards and curriculum. 

But, I recognize that given the situation we're in, where it does seem 

clear by the proposal of the Commissioner that there 1s an attempt to 

certainly cut out the basis of the minimum standards through this 

alternative plan, there may well bP, a need to reaffirm what is in the 

minimum standards, because there is a danger that if the Cooperman plan 

is adopted as is, H· would virtually destroy undergraduate teacher 

education in New Jersey. I can't conceive of any student opting to 

take the programs under the minimum standards, which now require ,m 

academic major in addition to professional education course work, in 

addition to three field experiences, sophomore field experience, junior 

field experience and senior student teaching, plus maintenance of at 
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least a 2. 5, and in many proqrams a higher a\leraqe. I cannot see 

students taking that \lery riqorous road, when all they would have to do 

would be to lake a comprehensi\le subject matter examination, and walk 

into a higher paying job in a school district. 

The issues, as you know, are very comp lex. They cannot be 

blamed, and the problems cannot be blamed just on the courses that 

teachers are asked to take -- or prospective teachers are asked to 

take. We must bear in mind that under the new standards, professional 

-~ducat10n is limited to thirty credits, and that even if you look at 

that thirty credits, at least half of triose thirty credits in many 

cases more -- are tied into field experiences. So, the reports of 

massive "Mickey Mouse" education courses being prevalent are not very 

accurate when you look at the substance of the new programs. 

As the higher education community responded favorably in the 

past in terms of respondinq to the call for higher standards 

represented by the minimum standards, I think we can and will respond 

favorably to this challenge. It is ,iust unfortunate that the process, 

as initiated. has not been as cooperative as it should ha\le been, and 

it has not been based on sound information or very good judgment. The 

process should not be one of conflict, innuendo and disregard for the 

opinions of faculty and public school teachers. We are not the enemy 

as conceived by the Commissioner, but neither will we stand idly by as 

he criticizes schools of educal ion and public schools for the past 

failures of his own Deartment. 

We look forward to further improvements in the training of 

teachers. We will work closely with you and with all other groups in 

the State to build better programs. By building coalitions, I think we 

can de\lelop alternative plans to what has been proposed thus far. We 

hope to place all of this process on constructi \le change and well 

thought out alternati\les. The students in our schools and in our 

colleges require no less than our best. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you. I just have one question if 

you don't mind, sir. I would like to state for the record that I have 

already directed lhe staff to amend my bill so that the AFT will 

definitely be included. I just wanted to state that here to you rn 

public. because I also have PTU's, PTA's and Home Schools. But, that 
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will be an amendment that I have totally accepted, and they will be a 

part of the commission. 

I have another question, how broad is the coalition you spoke 

about? Are you just qoinq to deal wilh certification, or are you going 

to deal with broader educational issues? 

DR. ESPOSITO: Initially, the coalition was created as a group 

to respond to the Cooperman alternative certification. Whether it will 

go into broader areas, I don't know. The coalition did have a meeting 

roughly two weeks ago and agreed on a statement of principles. The 

idea was that the statement of principles would first be presented Lu 

the Governor, and that was done last Friday, and then they would become 

public information through a press conference. 

broad-based coalition. 

~ul, it is a very 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: May I ask that the schedule of meetings 

of that coalition be disseminated lo both of our Committees through 

either John or Kathy. I know Joe and I would like to be kept abreast 

of it, because it is just that kind of a broad-based coalltion that 

perhaps we need in our efforts to have broader representation. So, if 

you would just share it with us, I would thank you. 

DR. ESPOSITO: Yes, I would be glad to do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I would just like to echo Mildred's 

comments with reference to the coal it ion. I know I have been invited 

to participate in the past, but I have not been able to make it 

because, unfortunately, a few of the days were legislative days where 

both Mildred and I couldn't make it. However, il would be qood to give 

us the dates and we can then disseminate it amongst our own Committee 

members. 

I have just one or two comments and then questions. The 

first would be that I agree with you about the setting of academic 

standards in legislation. I think they belonq in regulations. I think 

my bill basically is a bill that should be regulations; they are 

regulations now. The problem is, we felt that in order to prevent 

things happening that we had no control over, we wanted to at least 

bring it up for discussion. so there will be no question in my mind 

that this should not be requlat ions. 

should be regulations. 

It should not be law, but it 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: That's right. 
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ASSEMl-3L YMAN DOR IA: However, because of where we are at this 

point, and the lack of dialogue which exists between the Department of 

Education and the Legislature over this specific issue, we felt we had 

to assert our control because, obviously, the Stale Board of Education 

is a creation of the Leq1slature and, as such, it has the power to make 

requlations. But. we just want to point out to that State Board that 

we do sit above them and are the elected representatives of the people. 

So, I agree with you there wholeheartedly. 

I would like you to comment on what you see as -- at least in 

my opinion I see as a contradiction between the guidelines as developed 

for this year and the proposed program that Commissioner Cooperman is 

developing. To me, and you brought 1t up to a degree in your 

presentation, one is very stringent, and the other seems to go the 

opposite way. So, there seems to be a contradictory message being sent 

out to students. One says you have to work harder, get better grades, 

follow a much more concise, much more restricted curriculum, demanding 

curriculum, and the other says, all you have lo do 1s pass one lest and 

you can teach. To me, that seems very contradictory. What is your 

comment on that? 

DR. ESPOSITO: My feeling is that the Cooperman plan is 

definitely a step backward, and is a lowering of standards. In fact, I 

think it is almost the opening of a floodgate for the lowering of 

standards. The number of questions one can raise about that are, I 

think, enormous -- whether we can show that there is, indeed, a 

carrel at ion between subject matter knowledge and an ability to function 

in an elementary classroom, for instance, or an early childhood 

setting. That seems to be an assumption of what is being proposed by 

the Commissioner. I am not sure that is valid at all. not to say that 

subject matter knowledge is not important, it is. It is critically 

important, but it is not the whole thing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Have you had any reaction from the 

students enrolled in teacher education? I just wondered 1f they are 1n 

any way aware of this possible reform. 

DR. ESPOSITO: I'm aware of student reaction in terms of the 

students I come into contact with in class and elsewhere, and generally 
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their reaction to the proposal has been hostile. Without, I guess, 

speaking for the majority of students, but just my perception of what 

they are thinking, they seem to be saying that this, in a sense, erodes 

what it is they are doing in professional education. 

ASSEMBLYMAN OOR IA: I would just 11 kt! to make the comment llial 

I have gotten some feedback from some faculty members. who tell me that 

students are asking them if 1t is possible for them to just stop taking 

education courses. and decide if they want to become teachers after 

they graduate, if this becomes the law of the St.ate. I think, again, 

it is being looked upon as a way out, you know, a way to beat the 

system. I think that is very bad and we have to try lo discourage 

them, because I don't think the Commissioner intended this to be a way 

to beat the system. But, unfortunately, people are beginning to look 

upon it as a way of beating the system, and I think the way it has been 

presented, without any controls, without any definition as to when a 

person can apply to take part in this, has done that. I think that 

that is a part of the proposal which was not put together 1n a very 

well planned manner. 

DR. ESPOSITO: That's right; I agree. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you, Or. Esposito. 

DR. ESPOSITO: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I just want to point out that President 

Weiss' comments which were presented to us wi 11 be included in the 

transcript of the public hearing. 

MR. WHITE: Evelyn McGill, New Jersey State Federat10n of 

Teachers. 

E V [ L Y N Mc G I L L: Thank you for the opportunity we have this 

afternoon to speak. Now, 1n recent weeks there has been much published 

favorinq and opposinq the Cooperman plan for teacher J icensing. We 

have read statements by State Oepartment of Education officials, who 

seem to feel that teacher shortages in vital areas can best be filled 

by opening classroom doors and al lowing masters of subject matler lo 

dispense their knowledge without the necessity of having to undergo 

professional preparation. The road lo sweeping educational reform has 

been paved by journalistic proponenls of the Cooperman plan, and the 

public has frequently been ::;ubjected to one-sided presentations by some 

of these self-appointed .educ at 7nal qurus of the New Jersey press. 
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While the Commissioner's plan may have some merits, many of 

its flaws, which seem quite evident to those engaged in the day-to-day 

processes of education, have been largely overlooked, or perhaps 

deliberately underplayed, by some of those whose responsibility it is 

to keep the public intelligently and objectively informed. As a 

result, citizens who are genuinely interested in the welfare of public 

education are ready to take the "high road on education reform," as one 

journalist dubbed it 1n the Star-ledger last week, because they remain 

uninformed about many of the likely adverse ramifications of the 

Cooperman plan. This is why I feel forums of this type, which we are 

participating in today, are so essential to the true democratic 

process, because here people who are intimately involved in education 

at least have an opportunity to come out and have some input. 

As one who has had twenty-five years of teaching experience 

in New Jersey secondary schools, I'd like to offer some insights 

gleaned from that particular vantage point and, also, some general 

perspectives that seem to be getting lost in the hubbub of the moment. 

Many of you are probably familiar with a report published 

this summer by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 

Teaching. Accordinq to an article which appeared in the Daily Journal, 

the report concluded that, "The teaching profession is in a 'jumbled 

mess' as inferior students enter a field marked by low salaries, loss 

of status and lack of recognition." Particularly noteworthy are 

comments by Ernest Boyer, President of the Carnegie Foundation, "Poor 

students are going into teaching, teacher pay has actually dee lined in 

relation to other professionals and public employees, credentialing 1s 

a mess and teachers do not receive recognition and reward." Boyer also 

points out that recruiting better new teachers wi 11 not solve the 

problem. He says, "Whatever is wrong with American public schools 

cannot be fixed without the help of those teachers already in the 

nation's classrooms. Most of them will be there for years to come, and 

we must view today's teachers as part of the solution, not the 

problem." 

Now, if talented people are going to be attracted to the 

teaching profession, serious attempts must be made to remedy these 

other problems immediately. Certainly, we have to increase salaries, 
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we have to increase benef1 ls but, also, we have to do something tu 

increase the status of the profession and give teachers recognition. 

Government officials, for exilmple, and the press should slop demeaning 

teachers and schools of education. and focus on some of the good that 

is being done in public education today, in order lo win public support 

for education. 

The Federation's position, which has been staled by the 

President of the State Federation, Ray Peterson, in a statement 

prepared and delivered on September 7, is that we recommend as an 

alternative proposal to the Cooperman pl an that instead of offer inq 

this on-the-job training program to potential teachers, the State 

should offer scholarships to graduates of other disciplines so that 

they might be trained as teachers before they enter the classrooms. 

Such courses could be offered on weekends and in late afternoon or 

evening classes that would not interfere with the current employment 

status of the new teacher candidates. Any person planning lo change 

his career should expect to make some sacrifices. For its part, the 

State should be willing to bear the cost of training such applicants, 

if not in every field of education, at least in the fields in which 

there are shortages of qualified teachers. The Admrnistration should 

also consider offering scholarships to outstanding college students who 

will agree to teach in the public schools for a specified period of 

time and that, I think, is important too, this idea of teaching for a 

specified period of time~ rather than having people coming in and out 

of the profession. 

The Commissioner's plan overemphasizes what 1s, in reality, 

the unproven value and effectiveness of these "subject masters" rn the 

classroom~ yet little is being done for or solicited from those who 

have proved their capabilities and are currently employed at teaching. 

Exploitinq some of them -- and t;1is 1.s what it is, exploitation -- to 

serve on a certificatwn evaluation team or "to provide peer support t.o 

provisional teachers" distracts from whal should be each teacher's 

prime goal, to keep on improving the quality of education within his or 

her own classroom. Training and supervision of teacher candidates 

falls within the purview of our schools of education. It 1s obvious 

that Mr. Cooperman did,~~ consult with the leaders of our schools of 

~ .. ' ' ' ) . ' \., ~ 
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Pducation in construct.inq his alternative plan and internship program. 

Experienced teachers constitute a major resource. Instead of misusing 

them, we should encouraqe them to remain in the classroom 1n order to 

do the job for which they have been trained and have developed an 

expertise. 

As a teacher, a parent and a taxpayer, I am personally 

disturbed by the thought of opening classroom doors to those who have 

not been adequately prepared to teach. Four years of teacher training 

and preparation requ1res a certain sense of commitment and dedication. 

How many of those using the alternate route to certification will have 

a real commitment to teaching? There are just too many people with 

college degrees today who cannot qet jobs and who might decide that 

qett inq paid for one or two years' work in a schoolroom is more 

beneficial th,m doinq nothing. Only those who are truly committed to 

the profession will be willing lo sacrifice most weekends between 

September and June 1r1 order to qrade papers, plan projects and 

chaperone school events. Only those genuinely dedicated to youngsters 

wi 11 stay up past midni9ht most week nights in order to plan lessons 

and bulletin boards, or stay long hours after school to counsel 

troubled students, or sponsor a time-consuming club activity without 

benefit of extra pay. How many of those who are entering the 

profession as an afterthought will permit the disruption of family life 

that teachinq often entails? 

Some of those laking the alternate route to certification will 

undoubtedly use the profession as a stepping stone to more lucrative 

and prestigious forms of employment. There is nothing to induce these 

people to remain in teaching. While a starting salary of $18,500 might 

appear attractive to some, the overall salaries, benefits and pensions 

are poor when compared with those offered by industry. lf the 

Cooperman plan were adopted, teaching could easily become a "revolving 

door" rrofession people in for one or two years, then out. And, it 

must be borne in mind that very often a teacher does not realize 111s or 

her full potent.inl until after four, five, or even six years of 

experience. 

Mr. Cooperman 1s seeking to at.tract top quality people to 

teaching, but brilliance in an academic area does not necessarily 
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indicate an ability to teach. This has been proven time and time 

again. In fact, often the reverse is true. Some of those who are 

truly bright may lack the tolerance and patience required to deal with 

lesser mentalities. This is even true on the secondary level, where 

subject matter masters cannot communicate their ideas to students. I 

have personally witnessed numerous cases where brilliant individuals 

were unable to communicate meaningfully with the majority of their 

students. These were frustrating experiences for students and 

teachers alike, yet these teachers continued to plod on for years in 

their careers. 

Successful teaching requires a mastery not only of subject 

matter, but also of a specific body of professional knowledge and 

skills, including such things as child psychology and methodology. I 

wonder, for example, how many of those people coming in using this 

alternate route would know: 

1. How to construct test questions in order to elicit valid 

and meaningful responses from students; 

2. How to construct tests for diagnostic and evaluative 

purposes; 

3. How to interpret test scores and utilize their results in 

lesson planning; 

4. How to structure a lesson plan within a given framework 

of time, including experiential background and motivation, a lesson 

with specific objectives in mind, summary, assignment and/or 

evaluation; 

5. How to organize a unit of studies, sequentially, 

thematically, etc; 

6. How to adapt materials to the level of the students; 

7. How to vary manner of presentation and classroom 

technique; 

8. How to diagnose learning problems, perceptually, 

neurologically, etc; 

9. How to teach to the "whole child," psychologically, 

emotionally, intellectually, socially, etc; and, 

10. How to deal with emotional and behavioral problems that 

are unique to any particular stage of child development. 
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These are the types of things you learn in teacher 

preparation. 

If purposeful reform is to occur in education, it must take 

place from within. It cannot be sought outside the profession or 

imposed from above by those who have lost touch with contemporary 

public school classroom experience. Local school districts need to 

provide stronger incentives for the continuing education of those 

teachers who are currently employed. Inter-district or re~ional forums 

for exchange of ideas and curriculum planning among teachers should be 

encouraged. Boards of education need to become less authoritarian and 

more receptive to teacher suggestions for educational development 

within the schools. State colleges need to review and revise their 

education programs in order to make them more meaningful to students. 

And, the mandating of higher entry and exit standards in the schools of 

education is a necessity. Assemblyman Doria's proposal, A-3974, I 

believe, is a big step in the right direction. 

Thank you for listening so patiently, and if anyone has any 

questions I will attempt to answer them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you very much. We appreciate your 

taking time out to come here, and we appreciate your comments. Thank 

you. 

MR. WHITE: Kathleen Britt, classroom teacher from Middletown 

Township. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: We would just like to ask everyone to try 

to be as brief as possible. Obviously, your comments are very 

worthwhile: I just don't want to have people waiting here for three or 

four hours. So, if you could limit your comments, we would appreciate 

it. 

K A T H L E E N B R I T T: Good afternoon, I am Kathleen Britt, 

special education teacher in Middletown Township, Chairperson of NJEA's 

Exceptional Children Committee, and a teacher member of the 

Commissioner's Advisory Council on the Handicapped. 

It is a privilege lo be able to speak to you today. I am 

also pleased that New Jersey wants quality teachers, and that Assembly 

Bill 3974 has been introduced. But, I do have some very deep concerns 

on the proposed certification of teachers. 
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First, will we be getting quality, as well as qualified 

teachers in the classroom? I feel you would not qet the best. Having 

book knowledge does not preclude that you can teach children who differ 

so very much and also learn 1n different ways. 

Second, I am a recruiter for the Pennsylvania Slate 

University. Would reciprocity still be in effect when our standards 

would be much lower than that of Pennsylvani8's? I have spoken lo 

Thomas M. Shea, an admissions counselor at Penn Stal£~. He has said 

that the automatic reciprocity for teachers would no longer be in 

effect if 

Diffendal!, 

the certification was changed in New 

from the Department of Educ at ion 

Certification Department, said that in no way 

Jersey. Anne 

1n Pennsylvania, 

cou 1 d there be 

reciprocity between Pennsylvania and New Jersey, if New Jersey changed 

its certification to the proposed way. Anne Oi ffcndall said that New 

Jersey would have substandard teachers in their estimation 1f the new 

certification proposal went throuqh. Is this what Wf' real 1 y want in 

New Jersey? 

Thank you for this opportunity to speak. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you. This question that you 

presented, Kathleen, concerninq certification and reciprocity with 

other states, is one which we have been very concerned about. Mrs. 

Garv in has asked this question a number of times. I know, Mildred, 

that you have been very concerned about this whole question of 

reciprocity, and I think it is a very legitimate question, one that has 

to be answered before anything is done. So, thank you for bringing it 

out. 

You are in the area of special educat 10n, and 1 would Just 

like to ask you a question. Do you think it would be possible for 

someone with a liberal arts major I'm a history major, so let's say 

a history major could a history major go into a class room after 

taking some type of a subject matter test, and after having three days 

of orientation as proposed in these guidelines, and be able to handle, 

let's say, a class of emotionally disturbed children? 

MS. BRITT: No way. It would be absolutely impossible. 

Number one, the teacher would walk out -- the so-called "teacher" would 

walk out emotionally disturbed within a few hours, probably by lunch. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: 

disturbed? 

You mean she would become emotionally 

MS. BRIT l: 

emotionally disturbed. 

Yes, the 

There is 

so-called 11 teacher 11 would become 

just no way. It 

teachers as well as parents, because it does take--

really concerns 

I chose to be a 

special education teacher, and it does take a certain kind of stamina. 

Even I have days that are hard on me. I am trained and I want to be 

with them, but it is difficult. So, with a history background they 

just could not handle a classroom. They would not have the knowledge, 

and eighteen credits -- what eighteen credits? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR IA: I am very concerned, because one of the 

thinqs 1 find difficult to understand with the Commissioner's proposal 

is how we could create u blanket certification system for every area, 

whether it be special education or social studies, whether it be grade 

"K," kindergarten, or first grade, or twelfth grade. To me, it seems 

there is a lack of specificity, or a lack of direction in the proposal 

that really does a disservice to all the teachers in the State, and all 

the future students in the State. 

in special education. Thank you. 

MS. BRITT: Thank you. 

I think it does a major disservice 

MR. WHITE: Georqe Stang from Kean State College. 

GEORGE ST ANG: I would like to thank you for this opportunity 

to testify on the subject today. Assemblywoman Garvin, you mentioned 

the ground swell in opposition to your bill. I have attached a 

document which lists the strategies Commissioner Cooperman has used in 

tryinq to qain oppos1 lion to the two bills. This might be of interest 

to you at a later time. 

I am strongly in support of Assembly Bill 3974, for the' 

reason that legislation .is needed to maintain the integrity of our 

State system of teacher certification against the whims of 

inexperienced Stale appointees who may have the power to do irreparable 

harm to a gener;:it ion of children in our school system. It is far too 

easy to make administrative code changes, as compared to removing good 

legislation from the statutes, and I think that is an advantage in 

having legislation. 
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There is very little in the statutes that has to do with 

certification of teachers, and I rea 11 y th ink there 1s a need to shore 

up the amount of material i11 the statutes. Assembly Bill 3974 

establishes h1qh sta11dards for certification which will assure 

outstandinq teachers for future generations of New Jersey children. 

Commissioner Cooperman has stated that he doesn't know what 

good teaching 1s, and he doesn't know what beginning teachers need to 

know about the profession of education. This has been stated by t.he 

Commissioner at several public meetings which I have at.tended. This 

statement which he has made repeated I y is cause for great concern, 

since the Commissioner is in charge of State certification; and, he has 

been a district superintendent for some years 1n charge of the 

evaluation of teachers in his local district. 

The Commissioner proposes to employ a national panel of 

experts to tel 1 him what qood teachers do, and to spend taxpayers' 

money in "reinventing the wheel." 

New Jersey is blessed with twenty-three teacher training 

colleges and universities which have been traininq our teachers for as 

long as a hundred and twenty-five years. lhe professionals who are 

employed in the profession of teacher education know what makes good 

teachers and what beginning teachers need to know. Not only do these 

professionals contribute to the research and literature of the 

profession, but they are also bound t.o follow the dictates of our 

national associations for the accreditation of teacher preparation. 

The standards of the National Association of State Directors of Teacher 

Education and Certification, known as N.A.S.U. T.E.C., qive us the basic 

program curriculum principles and patterns to fol low. Among these 

elements we are inclined to follow are included: 

a. The beginning teacher shall have completed a program that 

provides for the development of insights into child and adolescent 

psychology: the teaching/learning process; the social 1nteract1ve 

process of the class~nom. school and community: the methods and 

materials of instruction; and, the broader problems of the profess1nn 

as they relate to society and the function of the school; 

b. The proqrarn shall require study of research about teacher 

characteristics and behaviors as they affect the learner; 
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c. Methods of teaching reading in the prospective teacher's 

area of specialization; 

d. Study of techniques for diagnosing the capabilities of 

the learner and for des1gninq instructional programs for all pupils in 

the least restrictive environment; Hnd, 

e. Studies of skills and strategies to be used in classroom 

management of rndi vidw=d, small and large groups under varying 

cond i li ans. 

Commissioner Cooperman ca11 hardly be expected lo program all 

of this in his five-day orientation for untrained interns before they 

are placed in full-time teaching positions. But, more than telling us 

what beginning teachers need to know about teaching, the standards also 

assure that the professors who teach the courses are updated and 

experienced with what is happeninq in the public schools, the 

curriculum is current with school practice, and that input and feedback 

is obtained systematically from practitioners in the schools. 

These standards state that each teaching major or field of 

specialization must be constituted of course work chosen for its 

relevance to the public school curriculum. 

In contrast to the Commissioner's charge that the college 

programs have lost l ouch with the reality of the public schools, our 

national accreditation standards require us to have advisory groups 

which include representatives of elementary and secondary schools. 

Follow-up studies are also required regularly. 

Both survPys and meetings are conducted for the purpose of 

verifyinq that the competencies we require to be developed and 

evaluated in student teaching are valid as being necessary for the 

beginning teacher, and verifying that. they have been included in the 

required course work prior to student teachinq. Each student teacher 

and cooperating teacher from the public school completes a survey form 

following student teaching on which each competency is rated in both 

areas. In addition to all of this, meetings are conducted each year 

which include college faculty and public school teachers and 

administrators. The college program and field experience programs are 

discussed and the feedback 1s used to upgrade the programs. 
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Although Commissioner Cooperman says he doesn't know what 

makes a good teacher, he proposes to take uve,· the system of training 

teachers. He wants to spend taxpayers' money Lu hire consultants from 

outside the State to tell him what makes a qood teachPr, and to create 

an academy to train teachers. This will create a tremendous waste of 

money. and it wi 11 create an unnecessary duplication of resources and 

facilities. The State already contains some twenty-three teacher 

training colleges and universities staffed with expert professionals 

whose lifetime careers have been devoted lo the trairung of teachers. 

The Commissioner's pl an could add an enormous staff to the 

State Department of lducation. This staff will have to monitor 

traininq programs in over 2,000 school buildings throughout the State. 

With regard lo tho heart of Commissioner Cooperman's µroposal 

to place bright liberal arts graduates who are untrained 1n the 

classroom, it is implied that undergraduate students who come through 

teacher education programs are not liberal arts qraduates. To the 

contrary, all students who choose to teach in secondary junior and 

senior high schools are, and always have been liberal arts students. 

They major in their field of content specialty, such as math, social 

science, science, English or foreign language. These people then take 

so~e professional course work, usually under thirty credits, and they 

qraduate as liberal arts majors. 

In addition, the new State Minimum Standards adopted by the 

Departments of Education and Higher Education in 1982, require that all 

teacher ed students have a liberal arts major field of thirty semester 

hours, in addition to theH professional education courses. This 

includes elementary and early childhood majors. Therefore, all teacher 

ed graduates in the future will have liberal arts majors. 

Commissioner Cooperman is attempting to lower the standards 

by requiring that any person qraduatinq need take only eighteen 

semester hours in the content field for which he or she wi 11 be 

certified. Our under(_)raduates are required to take thirty semester 

hours under the new 1982 standards. 

Concerning alternate routes to help these~ unquall fied 

geniuses to become certified, current certification regulations provide 

avenues for shortcuts. The Commissioner says he has letters from 
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people who have been teaching as many as fifteen years in private 

schools, who would have to leave their jobs to do student teaching to 

get certified. This 1s not true. 

The current certification regulations provide that a person 

who has taught three years or more in public or private school does not 

have to do student teaching to obtain certification. I refer to an 

extract which I have included in the packet. This extract 1s a page 

from the Stale Cert1f1cation Regulations; it happens to be the 

Clernentary Ed page, which shows you that in lieu of student teaching 

you can have three years of teachinq experience in public or private 

school. This provis10n is found in these regulations on every page for 

every certification and every discipline. The colleges also have a 

pro()ram called the "In-service Supervised Seminar," which provides for 

the college to supervise the applicant on the job. The applicant is 

required to report to the college one evening a week for seminars which 

help in the traininq process. Although some colleges no longer offer 

this course, it can be reinstituted at all the colleges with no 

problem. 

In fields of shortage, the alternative route of the emergency 

certificate has always served the State. There is no reason why this 

practice could not continue, with the provision that the teacher be 

required to take so many courses per year to develop his or her 

preparation. It is 1nterestinq, incidentally, to see the conflict that 

is going on riqht now. The Commissioner states there is no need for a 

person with an emergency certificate to take continued courses to renew 

the certificate. However, if you call a county superintendent's 

office, he wi 11 assure you that al 1 the county superintendents follow 

the regulation that you must take six cred1 ts per year to renew your 

emergency certification. Courses could eaaily be taken in the even1ngs 

and, since the emergency teacher has a job teaching he or she could be 

supervised there by the college by way of the "In-service Supervised 

Seminar Course." 

Commissioner Cooperman's proposal 

responsibi lily of certification over to the 

calls for turning 

school districts. 

the 

He 

criticizes the varying standards of expectation by the State's 

twenty-three teacher training institutions; however, he will be dealing 
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with the varying standards of over 2,000 schools in the State. Nol 

only will standards deviate widely, but the appointment of interns by 

local districts will open the doors of political patronage. The 

Commissioner talks about housewives who are talented and just waiting 

to have the opportunity to teach. What building principal wi11 have 

the strengt:h to deny certification to a school board member's wife, 

cousin, son or daughter, or the mayor's, or the superintendent's? 

Reqardinq lhe quality of supervision for the proposed intern 

as compared to the student teacher's supervision and training, under 

the new 1982 State Minimum Standards, the college student teacher will 

be supervised at least eight times, once every other week. The student 

will also have the close supervision of the cooperating teacher almost 

every day of the full semester, which is approximately sixteen weeks. 

Student teachers usually are alone approximately only two weeks toward 

the end of the experience. Of course, this varies with the strength of 

the student. 

Under the Commissioner's plan, the intern has ful L charge of 

the class from day one in the beqinninq, with only five days of 

professional training. He or she is alone, except during the one or 

two hours when the principal or collegial teacher comes to visit. Most 

of the time, the intern will be alone with the class and unsupervised. 

With regard to the quest ion of how talented H proposed Hern 

is to teach in the classroom, despite his or her having passed an 

academic knowledge test. it is well lo consider· Robert Braun's 

lamentation that Albert Einstein would not have been cert 1 flab le to 

teach "K" to twelve in our public schools. It has been said that 

during Einstein's hfetime, only twelve people on earth understood his 

theory of relativity. Certainly. one of lhe prime requisites of a good 

teacher is to help a pupil to understand what 1s being taught al the 

child's level of understanding. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: lhank you very much, Mr. Stang. I hope 

that can get into the ~tar-Ledger, but I doubt 1t. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: No way. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Very little is printed, except from one 

point of view. I would just like lo point uul lhal Mr. Slanq is the 

Director of Professional LalJoratory Experiences here at Kean College. 



Mr. Stanq, just one lhrng. You gave us a whole packel, and one of lhe 

lhings in the packet I was very inlerested to see. One of the things 

we always hear, a lament from lhe Departmenl of Education and from the 

newspapers, is how political the certificalion question has become, lhe 

fact thal lobbyists should not be rnvolved, and .it should be a very 

open queslion with everybody gelling involved and presenting their 

poinls of view. 1 see here somelhinq lhat was presented, I guess, al 

meetings on Wednesday, September 28, and Thursday, September 29. What 

il is, is an agenda to leach or to direcl lhe various superintendents 

in the State, and other school administrators and county 

superintendents how they should lobby legislators for the 

Commissioner's program. Obviously, the idea is, if you get a program, 

even if it has somethinq wrong with it, you should go out there and 

lobby for il, because you have to get il done. 

So, we had critic ism in the past about the Department hav mg 

its own newspaper and using its own P.R. for building itself up. Now, 

the Department is developing ils owr1 lobbying system, and I think that 

is a great idea. But, I do not think then that anyone should criticize 

when other people lobby. I think everybody should be allowed to 

express their opinions at all times. I appreciate this, because I did 

not know lhis took place. I think th.is is something we appreciate. 

Mildred, would you like to comment on that? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN f;ARVIN: Smee I have been called a politician 

-- which I am very proud to be by the way -- by the newspapers because 

I had the quts lo question the Commissioner-- From reading this 

document, I thought our Commissioner was responsible for monitoring the 

school districts in the State and seeing t.hat we have the T&E law 

enforced. I am qoing to say it for the record, but I wi 11 deal with 

this because I invite him to run for public office. What this document 

tells me -- what hP accuses me of, that is, being in opposition, wasn't 

opposition just because I questioned some of the reforms -- is that he 

has a real political process at work against people involvement, and I 

take issue with that. Joe, I hope I don't have to ask a Commissioner 

to resign from this great State. I hope I don't have to do that. Wow, 

I mean this is unbelievable. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Line of the things we are trying to do at 

this public hearing is lo get comments from the public, because there 

were no comments to the original proposal made by the Commissioner. I 

always thought that in a democratic society the idea was to have input, 

and to allow people with different points of view to come together to 

develop a proposal. This is what I was told the Commissioner wanted; 

that is what he said at the public hearing we had in Trenton. However, 

this seems to say, "Now, this is the plan. You go out there and lobby 

for this plan. No matter what it says, you lobby for what it is at the 

present time. There is no need for change." 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Let him run for office. 

MR. STANG: Right, it establishes a network, and it proposes 

that you only align people within the network who are favorable to the 

plan. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: People who agree with you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: The point here is, lherP ari~ some good 

things and there are some bad things. We want to take the good things 

and keep them; we want to get rid of the bad lhinrp,. But, we don't 

want anybody to say there 1s only one road. lt as like saying there 1s 

only one road to heaven, and if you don't believe in one certain 

religion you are not going to get there. Well, that 1s what we seem lo 

say here. There is only one road lo quality educat i.on. If you don't 

believe in the Cooperman proposal, you don't believe in quality 

education -- and I disagree. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: 

Mr. Stang. I think we may 

And, I do loo. 

really have to 

Thank you very much, 

have broader public 

hearings. I think we fail if we do not let the public know what is 

really going on with public education, since we have a newspaper 

reporter -- and I wish he would be appointed to something offlc1ally -

who is really controlling the minds and the information of this State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR IA: You know, Mildred, I would appreciate 1t 

if he even came to one public hearing. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: BecBuse, he never listens to anyone but 

himself, and maybe God. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: No way. 
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MR. WHITE: Dr. Donald Silberman, President of the AFT at 

Jersey City State College. 

DR. DON AL D J. SILBERMAN: I am also speaking as Vice 

President of the Council of New Jersey Slale College Locals, AFT and, 

in addition, 

Jobs, Peace 

as the Cochairperson of the Hudson County Coalition for 

and Social Justice. That Co;:ilit 10n has cc11led for 

increased fundinq for education as tllP major solul ion lo the problems 

of education. Thank you for the opportunity to convey tu you the views 

of those I represent. 

There has been a great deal or talk about the crisis in 

American public educat10n. President Reaga,1 h::m made education a major 

political issue. While Albert Shanker, President of the AFT, has 

welcomed the attention qiven education because of Reagan's speeches and 

appearances on the subject, I fell that, to a great extent, the 

President was using the issue lo divert us from continuing high levels 

of unemployment r1nd our controversial military involvement in Central 

American and the Middle East. 

Do not mistake my point. I am not saying that there is no 

crisis in American education. I am saying, rather, lhat there has been 

a qreat deal of hypocrisy and self-serving posturing on the subject. 

!Joth on national and State levels. new education reformers 

have proposed various remedies to cure the ills that beset the public 

schools. Some of the remedies proposed will only make matters worse. 

In fact, simply proposing them has already made matters worse. 

Most of the new education reformers blame the teachers for 

the problems of pub] ic education. I want Lo talk about the real cause 

of the problems of public education. I do not think we should overlook 

the obvious. Our teachers are grossly underpaid. Over the last ten 

years, real wages of teachers have fallen on the average by about 20%. 

In add it ion to beinq underpaid, teachers are forced to teach under 

terrible conditions. In many schools, especially urban schools -- the 

urban schools of Hudson County from which I come -- textbooks are in 

short supply and are out of date. There are not enough books to al low 

students to take them home to study. Equipment and facil1t1es are poor 

or nonexistent. For instance, achievement tests quiz students on lab 

apparatus they have never seen. Classrooms are overcrowded, so that 
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teachers cannot attend to the special needs of those who are 

skills-deficient or those who are specially gifted. l:3ui ldings have 

been allowed lo deteriorate, and hallways and schoolyards are unsafe. 

These problems have been brought about by a decade and a half of budget 

cuts and underfunding of education. Many of the educational reformers 

are diverting us from this obvious cause of the crisis in public 

education in America by talk of such panaceas as merit pay fur teachers 

and new alternative routes to teacher certification. 

Our teachers, 

compensation and under 

who are forced lo 

the conditions just 

teach with 

enumerated, 

inadequate 

suffer in 

another way as we 11. They are qi ven ne1 ther the respect nor the 

appreciation they deserve. Those who advance merit pay or alternative 

routes to certification as panaceas for all that is wrong with our 

public schools -- these blame-the-teacher reformers -- add insult to 

injury. And, by further undermining the morale of our teachers, these 

education reformers only compound the problem. 

Instead of sensible remedies for obvious problems, remedies 

such as adequate fundinq for education both on the State and national 

levels, higher salaries for all teachers, smaller classes, more money 

for textbooks and laboratories, and an end, finally an end to the 

cutbacks imposed on our public schools by fifteen years of fiscal 

conservatism, we are presented with quack remedies, such as the 

Kean-Cooperman Alternative Certification Plan. Allow me lo submit for 

the record, and to read to you at this point, a resolution on this plan 

adopted on October 3, by the College Senate of Jersey City State 

College: 

WHEREAS, The proposed Kean-Cooperman Alternative 

Certification Plan provides a route to cert 1 f1cat ion with no 

requirements for courses 

supervised practicum and 

in learning theory and leaching methods or 

internship prior to a fu l 1-time teaching 

assignment and will lead to the certification of teacher-candidates who 

are not professionally rompelent, and 

WHEREAS, Ti1is route will put teachers without profess10md 

training into the classroom and make students into the subjects of an 

unsound educational experiment, and 
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WHEREAS, The Kean-Cooperman plan essentially shifts 

certification to the district level with school principals and public 

school teachers conducting observations of teacher-interns and opens 

the certification process to political influence and pressure, and 

WHEREAS, Reforms have recently been adopted and are currently 

l>ernq implemented in the leacher-traininq programs of the Slate 

collec1es and the evaluatrnn and slrenqtherung where needed of these new 

standards, procedures and program requirements constitute the best 

route lo reform of education 1n New Jersey, therefore, 

RE IT RESOLVED, Thal the Kean-Cooperman Alternative 

Certification Plan be withdrawn. 

The Kean-Cooperman plan is an insult to the professional 

riducators, lhe trainers of teachers in the colleges mid universities, 

public and private, of this State. The plan tells them not only that 

th,~ir efforts are not valued by the c;overnor and the Commiss10ner of 

[ducat.ion, but that their services can be dispensed with altogether. 

"WhHt shou Id we do then?" you may ask. We must, first of 

.--111, reorder our national priorities, and our StatP priorities. Dur 

Education Governor, through his Management lmprovemr-)11l Program, is 

sponsoring additional cuts in St.Ale Aid for educat 10n. Instead, we 

mw,t insist nn fuJl funding of the State aid formulH. "Where will the 

money come from?" you may ask. From the rest of the qraduated income 

tax on incomes above $6ll,OOO vetoed last DecPmber by [ducat.ion Governor 

1<1!,m. We must. ca] I for adequate Fednral funding for c~ducation. "Where 

wt l l the money come from?" you may ask. From the bloated military 

hudqet with it.s hiqh cost overruns and expenditures of billions of 

dnl lnrs for unnecessary and dangerous new weapons, r,uch as the MX 

minsile, and the Euromissiles, Cruise and Pershing II, so beloved by 

President Heagan, the champion of education reform and of education 

cuts. 

Finally, here 1n New Jersey before we decide to eliminate the 

schools of education in our colleges and universities -- and that would 

b1~ the consequence of the adoption of the Kean-Cooperman plan, wtuch 

supplies an inexpensive and easy route to certifical 10n -- we should 

qt ve the reforms al ready adopted and currently beinq implemented a 

chance lo work. Under these nPw provisions, teacher-candidates major 
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in subject matter areas in addition to taking courses in learning 

theory and teachinq methods. They must demonstrate proficiency in 

basic skills. They must maintain certain grade-point averages. And, 

they receive increased apprenticeship traininq through junior and 

senior, and even sophomore practica and internships under the 

supervision of highly qualified professors of education. The quack 

remedy proposed by Governor Kean and Commissioner Cooperman calls for 

only eighteen hours in a liberal arts areB, instead of the at least 

thirty required in the reforms currently being implemented. The 

Kean-Cooperman plan would place untrained teachers in front of the 

classroom -- would assign regular classes to apprentices, who would 

teach students without a cooperating teacher in the room. 'tlould any 

of us want our children assigned to such teachers? 

much. 

Thank you very 

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: Thank you, Dr. Silberman. 1 just want to 

aqree with a lot of what you have said, and attest to the fine work you 

do at Jersey City State College and with the Coalition 1n Hudson 

County. I would like to read something to you which again points out 

that we are really getting a diversion here. Rather than µuttinq our 

attention on what is important, and that is fully funding education, we 

are talking about certification and the changes that are being 

presented in the area of certification. Sometimes I wonder if this is 

not being put up as a trial balloon to lake our attention away. 

I have before me the recommendation of the Governor's 

Management Plan for recommended cuts in State education aid, in Hudson 

County specifically. The cuts would be, for Jersey City, a cut of 

$10,140,000; for the Hudson County Vocational School, a cut of 

$983,000: for the City of Bayonne -- these three being in my district 

-- $3,754,000, an average percentage change running somewhere between 

15% and 16~~ in the neqative. Sc, wr,~le we are talking about improving 

the quality of education and raising the salaries of teachers, we are 

being cut back on money. Who is going to help to pay for this? The 

local taxpayers in Counties like Hudson and Essex, where they can least 

afford it. This is not the way we should be going. 

So, the problem is not only one of certification, because, 

again, I think this might he the "red herring" that is being thrown 
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into the pot, but at the same time it is the problem of cutbacks in 

State aid and the recommendations for cutbacks in State aid. So, your 

statement is well taken. I think what we are saying here, and what we 

are emphasizing, is that we need to maintain quality education, and we 

need to maintain a quality teacher education program in the State of 

New Jersey. An alternative program can exist, and I have said this 

before, if it j s a very speci fie program for things like science and 

math, in a very specific way. I think all of us could agree to 

something like that, but I don't think we could agree to such wholesale 

changes in the system that would allow people without the proper 

training to go into the class rooms and work with our children, and, at 

the same time, get less resources to work with. That's the problem. 

DR. SILBERMAN: I would just like to add one comment which has 

to do with your Assembly Bill 3974 and with the Kean-Cooperman 

Alternative Certification route. It impacts very much on the people 

who go into the teachi.nq profession from cities such as Jersey City, 

and counties such as Hudson County, and that is, the overemphasis on 

standardized tests. It is well known by now that standardized tests 

tend to discriminate against working-class and minority students. 

Critics of standardized tests have shown that the standardized tests 

more often reflect the economic background, or socioeconomic background 

of the test taker and the test taking skills that may be improved by 

going to suburban schools or upper middle-class schools 1n the 

suburbs. To use a standardized test as the main entry to teaching will 

disadvantage working-class and minority students, and advantage upper 

middle-class students. 

One final note in that regard. I met, along with a group 

from the AFT, with Governor Kean, and he used as two examples to 

justify the Kean-Cooperman plan, a teacher from Lawrenceville, who has 

been teaching in Lawrenceville and cannot teach in the public schools, 

according to him, because of the lack of education courses. In 

addition, the Governor pointed out, and this is the only other example 

he used, a close personal friend of his, a woman whose children are now 

teen-agers and who went to an excellent college -- I'm not sure which 

of the seven sisters he was referring to because he did not specify -

and who was President of her PTA. She, also, is unable to get a 
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teaching position in the public schools, despite the fact that she is a 

close personal friend of his. I think it is al that level that this 

plan is being approached, because a lot of people have wondered why 

such an obviously absurd plan, and I think there are explanations for 

why we are being presented such an absurd plan. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you. 

MR. WHITE: Elizabeth Campanile, classroom teacher from Ocean 

Township. (Ms. Campanile not present.) Delores Stuposh, Professor of 

Physical Education, Kean College. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: We will call all those individuals who may 

not be here now, later, just to see if they do come. We will just hold 

them in abeyance. 

D E L O R E S S H I P O S H: I would like to welcome you to Kean 

College. Unfortunately, I cannot take any credit for the fact that the 

hammering has stopped, but I'm glad it did stop. It certainly 

interfered with what is going on here. 

I'm here this afternoon representing Marcoantonio Lacatena, 

President of the Council of New Jersey State College Locals. He 

regrets that he wasn't able to attend himself. but I assured him I 

would come and would limit myself to five minutes or less, as I am sure 

he would. 

First of all, with regard to Assembly Hill 3851, I appreciate 

the fact that Assemblywoman Garvin has agreed to increase the size from 

thirty-five members to thirty-six, thereby providing some valuable 

input and participation from the American Federation of Teachers. So, 

thank you very much. We all wish you much success with that. 

I have a statement which I would like to read. The statement 

has been prepared by Marco, and it comes from the Council of New Jersey 

State College Locals. This is with tcgard to Assembly Bill 3974. 

Dear Members of the Committee: The Council of New Jersey State College 

Locals, which represents the faculty and professional staff at the nine 

State colleges, supports the purpose of this bi 11, to ensure that 

teacher preparation programs in New Jersey colleges meet the highest 

standards, and that individuals entering the teaching profession arc of 

the highest quality. 
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However, the Council is concerned that those students already 

enrol led in teacher education may be affected by the standards set 

forth in the bill. The Council would suggest that the Committee act to 

make the changes necessary to meet their needs. 

The Council opposes elements of the Cooperman proposal which 

would put in our State's classrooms persons who are not trained to 

teach young children and adolescents. Like other professionals, 

teachers need training in their profession. Like doctors and lawyers, 

they must not enter their profess10n without thorough training in that 

profession. The Plan erroneously assumes that subject matter 

competence is enough to ensure quality teaching. Effective classroom 

performance does not follow from subject matter competence alone. 

Effective classroom performance presumes a knowledge of how to teach, 

how children learn, and a broad knowledge of sociology, psychology and 

history as they relate to the education of our youth. Professional 

education programs offered at the State colleges have provided this 

training in effective teaching over the years. 

The Council commends the new teacher certi ficaion standards 

which were enacted by the State Board of Education in June of 1982. 

The new standards, proposed by the Commissioner of Education and 

endorsed by Chancellor of Higher Education, T. Edward Hollander, 

represented a prudent and well-thought-out proposal for improving the 

quality of elementary and secondary education. Therefore, the Council 

is surprised that Commissioner Cooperman would undertake to overturn 

the new certification standards before they could have any effect on 

the quality of teaching in the State of New Jersey. 

We are glad to see that the Governor recognizes the need to 

raise teachers' salaries as an important ingredient in improving the 

quality of teaching in the schools. Increased salaries, in add1t1on to 

the new certification standards put in place only last year, should be 

given a chance before any unproven tampering is done with the State's 

educational system, which could do serious harm to the children in our 

schools. 

The AFT stands ready to work constructively with the 

Governor, the Commissioner, and the Legislature lo improve the quality 

of teaching in the State's schools. Sincerely, Marcoantonio Lacatena, 

President, Council of New Jersey State College Locals. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you very much, Delores. I just want 

to make a comment. Obviously, the bill will be amended to take into 

consideration problems of students who are presently in programs. It 

is not intended to change the programs they are presently involved in. 

The bill, obviously, was drawn as a response lo something that came up 

from the Commissioner and, obviously, there are problems with our bill. 

We are of the opinion that the bil 1 can be changed any way possible to 

make it more effective. That is where we differ with the Commissioner, 

who seemingly is presenting a plan that he doesn't want changed. We 

are very willing to change it, to try to meet the needs of the students 

and the various criticisms which exist. So, thank you. 

MS. SHIPOSH: Very good. The Council does support your bill; 

I don't know if I said that. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Yes, I am aware of that; I have talked 

to your leader. I think it was just an omission, but, 1t will be 

amended to include--

MS. SHIPOSH: Very good. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: I have put it on record. 

MS. SHIPOSH: I know. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: I will be calling for that bill 

immediately when we reconvene and have our meeting. I would just like 

to make a request here wh1 le I have an audience. After reacting to a 

political memo the Commissioner had sent out, I think it is about lime 

that the education community begins to write letters to both Cooperman 

and the Governor. I have never made that request before, because I 

really do not consider this a political football. But, since I am an 

excellent politician, if it is a political football, then I will play 

that qame. So, perhaps we should begin a letter-writing campaign, 

maybe not in opposition, but for an rn-dt:iplh review. I think we are 

going to have to do something, liii.H;1., of us who care about education. 

Since I have just been informed of a process today, and you have no 

idea now subdued I was, I think we need to deal with it. 

MS. SHIPOSH: Yes, on the level at which, perhaps, they are 

almost dealing with it, but in a more ethical way. 

ASSEMBLY\~OMAN GARVIN: Yes, because I think, as we've heard, 

there are problems. We sre not against reform, but I think perhaps we 
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need to let both the Governor and the Commissioner know that there are 

people out here who respectfully have concerns, and it is in no way 

disrespect. It is just that there are some val id concerns. I guess, 

Joe, you and I are going to have to get busy to put the word out that 

we want letters of support. If this is the kind of game we are going 

to play, I guarantee we're better at it than he is. 

MS. SHIPUSH: We can disseminate that, you know, the need for 

that also. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you, Dear. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I have to say that lobbying hasn't been 

working well, because my mail has been two to one against the plan. I 

think we have to try to get more people aware of the fact that it is 

necessary to write and to present the fact that, "look, I think all of 

us are open to the need for changes, but we want to have some input in 

the change process." And that is why I think everyone is concerned 

here, no one had any input, especially the teachers and the people 

involved in teacher education programs, and two of the people who are 

directly affected, the legislators -- as Mildred points out, I always 

leave us until last. I leave us until last because, obviously, we have 

a direct responsibility. Thank you. 

MS. SHIPOSH: Thank you very much. Good luck. 

MR. WHITE: Barbara Pollack, a teacher from Limon County. 

(Ms. Pollack not present.) Michael Knight from Kean College. (Dr. 

Knight not present.) Giovanna Musto. 

GIOVANNA HU 5 T 0: Hello, my name is Giovanna Musto. I am an 

elementary classroom teacher from Middlesex County, as well as a local 

association president. I am very pleased to be able to be here this 

evening lo testify before you. 

My leadership responsib1lit ies have enabled me to test and to 

touch base with a variety of teachers throughout the State of New 

Jersey. I would like to assure you that the majority of the teachers 

in this State applaud this Joint Committee's efforts to maintain high 

standards and strict standards for the teaching profession. We are 

very proud of our profession, and we certainly do not want those 

standards to in anyway be weakened. 
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There seems to be an attitude among some circles of people 

that just anyone can teach. I strongly, strongly disagree with that 

notion. Although it is true that a liberal arts graduate receives a 

very intensive training in his or her specialized subject area, I 

believe most strongly that it takes much more than that to be able to 

work with children successfully. Subject area knowledge is certainly 

necessary, but it is not the only ingredient that makes a successful 

teacher. We have proven throughout the years that it takes special 

training, subject area knowledge and an ability to work with children. 

That is an art. I believe, and something we can deal with through 

proper teacher training courses. Liberal arts graduates, I do not 

believe, have the opportunity to get that specialized training that is 

very necessary. 

Two years ago, discussions were carried on regarding the 

preparation of those teaching in New Jersey public schools. As a local 

leader I participated in those requirements debated by the Board of 

Education and the Board of Higher Education about course work necessary 

to properly teach children. Both Boards, at that time, decided upon 

strict standards that dictated what these colleges would offer to 

teacher candidates, and what the Department of Education would require 

for those persons requesting their transcripts to be evaluated for New 

Jersey teacher certification. As a teacher at that time, I was proud 

of the standards that were put forth by both of these Departments. To 

the best of my knowledge, these standards were to be put into place 

this September. Now I read from newspaper accounts, that the 

regulations are not yet in place. In fact, I believe the Chancellor 

will not even know what the colleges are offering until sometime after 

the new training session has begun, maybe in the middle of November. 

The real question I have to ask is, "Why wasn't all this done 

prior to this date?" Colleges clo ,,::;t appear to be at fault at this 

time. If the Department of Higher Education had given staff members at 

colleges their marching orders to submit the information, I believe it 

would have been done. lhe way in whkh both the Department of 

Education and the Department of Higher Education handlerl implementation 

of the newly adopted regulations does not seem to be atypical. It 

frightens me that the cet' ification process could be taken out of the 



hands of those professors in the classroom and placed in the hands of 

the bureaucracy. The new regulations should have been given a chance 

to work. A-3974 points this out so vividly to me. If the two 

Departments were not serious about the efforts put forth in drawing up 

the regulations, a real disservice was done to those of us, or those 

who participated and provided valuable input in trying to make the 

changes possible. 

Assemblywoman Garvin's bill enables those organizations most 

dffected by the changes in certification, teacher salaries and other 

working provisions to fully examine the ramifications of the Study 

Commission's reports. I believe such a move is critical. Too often, 

experts use our public school children as guinea pigs, to try out ideas 

that have not been validated anywhere else. I urge this Committee to 

release both bills; I think they are both crucial. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you very much. It is good to see a 

teacher coming out to speak, and we are very happy you were able to 
f 

make it today. 

MR. WHITE: Dr. Carole Willis, Associate Professor, Kean 

College. (Dr. Willis not present.) Dr. Sean Healy, Kean College. 

DR. SE AN HEALY: One of the problems, I think, in the sea of 

paper I brought with me, is the relatively short notice we had of your 

coming. We are delighted to see you, as numerous people have said 

already, but I'm afraid it has left a few of us a little short of time 

to make the necessary preparations. If I stumble a few times -- and I 

was a little late coming -- I trust you will bear with me. Also, I 

have a very bad case of bronchitis, so I will go a little slowly. 

I would really like to address myself directly to the 

Cooperman proposals, but out of deference to the fact that you have 

come officially for us to talk about the two bi 11s, I will stick to 

that. Also, I take it from what I have heard already, that much of 

what I might have to say about the Cooperman proposals, none of which 

would be particularly laudatory, is not unknown to you already, and 

there wi 11 be other times to talk about that. So, I will be fairly 

brief in what I have to say. It is not my nature, but I will do it. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: We're used to thnt, Doctor. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: We all suffer from that. 
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DR. HEALY: I know; I quess that is why we are in teaching or 

education or, perhaps, in politics, and the two are really branches of 

each other. In fact, the real problem, I think, in much of what is 

being proposed is that people are quite overlooking the fact that 

education is a highly political affair. They are treating it as if it 

is a purely technical matter of administerinq curriculum of a neutral 

kind, through procedures of a neutral kind, 1n a setting of a neutral 

kind, and it is none of those neutral kinds of things. However, 1 said 

I would not wander abroad. 

I was personally glad to see, and this is in relation to the 

Doria bill, if I may call it that, A-3974, that the Legislature 1s 

concerned with all these matters. But, I must say, I felt it is really 

rather like the case of buying a dog, and barking yourself. After all, 

we have a State Department, which is concerned with regulations, and 1 

am quite content, by and large, that the processes through which those 

regulations come about should continue to be. I think it is 

unnecessary and unwise ~for the Legislative Branch to get involved in 

what are essentially administrative matters. 

I understand your concern to, as it were, preempt the field 

to prevent the Cooperman proposals from going through without any kind 

of opposition, but it seems to me that all the things you have in your 

bill are already substantively seen to and much more besides in 

N.J.A.C. 6:11-7.1 and following, and that all you really need to do at 

this stage, as a legislator, is to urge implementation of the 

regulations, urge it very heavily, very categorically. And, if th1s is 

your pleasure -- it is certainly my pleasure -- to register dissent 

from the new and largely unwarranted Cooperman proposals. I do not, 

myself, see that legislation is necessary, hut, of course, I am not a 

politician and I would defer to your wisdom in lhat respect. 

I do not see anything :,m1 ,.part from the change from a 2.5 to 

a 2.8 average in Clause 1(a) here that differs from the regulations, so 

I take it that this 1s largely a political -- what shall I say 

maneuver, to outmaneuver. My question here is, and I think I would 

just like to raise h:, why is an alternative being sought at this 

particular time to the requlations and the minimum standards which have 

been set up? I was very interested to hear that it may very well be 



because relatives are pressing and it is much easier to get them into a 

school through this process, than through the minimum standards one. 

I must say, I am still naive enough, and perhaps ingenuous 

enough, to hope that that kind of justification isn't the real 

explanation for this mountain of paper Klagholz has thrown at us, but I 

don't know. As you hear, I am not native to this State, and perhaps I 

come from a situation which makes this, frankly, incredulous -- which 

makes me incredulous, but still you may be right. 

It is alleged as a reason, and I notice this in the 

documents, it is mentioned twice that there is a vast reservoir of 

potential talent in the community waiting to crowd into the teaching 

profession. It is said elsewhere that there is a vast reservoir -- it 

is a phrase, obviously, that Leo likes -- of talented persons, who are, 

as it were, lurking in the wings ready to rush on stage, if only they 

get the right signals. And, they are merely deterred from becoming 

teachers because of a purported banality and irrelevance of educational 

programs. 

Well, first of all, I must admit I am not aware of the 

evidence for this crowd of witnesses being mentioned. There is Aunt 

Flo who mentioned it to Uncle Schmo that such and such a person might 

like to come 1n, but apart from that I see no evidence at all. 

Secondly, if there is such a crowd of would-be teachers -- and I'm glad 

to hear of it, though dubious -- why haven't they made use of the 

existing alternative routes, of which we heard quite a few mentioned 

this evening? If you want to get into teaching, there are all sorts of 

back doors already, which I think should be shut up, but they do exist. 

So, I am driven to suppose it may be that the reason why 

these people are not dashing on stage is the same reason for so many 

from the lower ranges of ability crowding into our undergraduate 

programs, and it is for this reason, or for these five reasons-- Why 

don't these people come into the teaching profession? Is it because 

our "Mickey Mouse" courses, as they like to call them, are so 

horrifying? No. I think il is for these five reasons. Teaching 1s 

badly paid. It is badly paid, it is not just poorly paid, it is badly 

paid. (applause) I think there are some teachers out there, right? 

Secondly, teachers are poorly regarded. They are regarded, as you can 
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see in the newspapers, and every conceivable report, every Gallop poll, 

as doing a poor job and being poor sorts of people. 

Thirdly, I think it is quite obvious to the meanest 

intelligence, and there are some of those kinds around, that the 

conditions in many schools are discouraging, .if not downright 

depressing. Right? That might defer a few. Besides lhat, lhe 

management of schools, and I have occasion to see it from time lo time, 

strikes me as being extraordinarily authoritarian, and extraordinarily 

picayune very often. There are many notable except ions, probably all 

the schools that people here are presently in, but I have noticed it. 

I don't know where this authorilarian strain in American management 

comes from. Back in 1776, we tried it, and it didn't work. It seems 

to have taken over since. 

Surely, the most imaginative and the highly motivated 

teachers are not going to put up with lhat kind of garbage. And, 

it is notable, incidentally, that of all the teachers who go inlo the 

teaching profession, 5mo are left by the end of the fifth year. In 

other words, there are many people who go through all these horrors, 

qet into the schools and, by the end of the fifth year, they're out. 

Amongst those are the most hiqhly motivated, originally, the most 

idealistic, if you would like to put it that, the most able, which does 

not mean, fortunately, that many of those are not left -- and I'm sure 

the audience comprises many of them. 

Fifthly, and not least notably, jobs are hard to find. Why, 

in fact, would people go through four years of training in order to get 

a job which just isn't there? So, it seems to me that this whole 

process is a divertionary one. The regulations, the new minimum 
standards, as people have eloquently said already, will do a great deal 

to secure that teachers who leave our colleges are better trained, 

better prepared, more aware of what goes on in the field, than they 

were, and that we don't need Cooperman to come along with a lot of 

half-baked proposals, ~hich will, in fact, release a lot of so-called 

"bright'' liberal arts graduates into the classroom, without any 

traininq whatsoever. 

Just to finish off this little exercise, A-3851, this 1s the 

one which deals with the st:,.Unq up of a commission. I am all in favor 
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of commissions to study things. I guess it is the way things get 

brought out into the open. But, I would just like to look at Clause 4, 

which is on Page 2, and if I could just read it 1n case people don't 

have it in front of them, it says the following: "The commission shall 

conduct a comprehensive study and examination of the concerns and 

recommendations of the several national commissions and task forces on 

education, qivinq special attention to the preparation, training and 

retention of quality teachers and other recommendations." It seems to 

me that this is really beside the point, though in itself not a bad 

idea, because the real problem is not preparing and training and 

retaining quality teachers. The real problem is getting them in the 

first place. How the hell can you prepare good people if they won't 

come forward? And, who is their right mind, other than missionaries, 

who we heard talked about, or us here, would come forward into a badly 

paid, poorly regarded, miserably treated, largely unemployed 

profession? 

I think if the legislature would address itself to the one 

notable exception that is being made in all this-- Tom Kean said, "let 

us give starting teachers $18,500," and I thought to myself, "My God, 

there is one good suggest ion out there." It is not enough, but it is a 

start. It seems to me that the one thing the legislature has to do is 

to find out how it is going to get the money; that is the real 

problem. That is all I have to say, and thank you for listening so 

patiently. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Doctor, excuse me, I have a question. 

DR. HEALY: Oh, I'm sorry. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: May I ask what you teach? 

DR. HEALY: I am a member of a Department mysteriously called 

Educational Policy Sciences. Does that satisfy you? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Yes. it does. 

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: Dr. Healy, 1 would just like to make one 

or two comments I th.ink would be worthwhile. I agree with you that we 

should direct ourselves to the increasing of teachers' salaries, and I 

think all of us are awaiting with bated breath the bill the Governor is 

going to submit to us to do this. Unfortunately, nobody seems to know 

what the plan is. The proposal was made but, unfortunately, the 
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proposal was made without having a plan ready to introduce. I th1nk we 

are all waiting for that plan, and we are waitinq to see the 

recommendations on how it can be financed. We have our own ideas, but 

I think we' re wai tinq for the Governor, since he is the leader of the 

State. 

When it comes to the question of the bill, I agree with you. 

It really should not have to be necessary to make regulations law. 

Unfortunately, if we had just had the Legislature pass a resolut10n 

which would be an expression of the will of the Leq1slature, 1t would 

have had no effect in law. All it 1s, is an expression of our will, 

and we cannot force that on the Executive Branch. Unfortunately, there 

was the question of legislative oversight, where the Legislature would 

have control over the regulations and could veto the regulations of an 

Executive department. In a case that was noted for its b1part1san 

enforcement, 

Kean before 

if you wi 11, where Governor 

the State Supreme Court to 

Byrne represented Governor 

defend the right of the 

Executive to promulgate regulations without any legislative control 

the end result was that the Leqi slat urc does not have control, and we 

are forced to resort to these types of machinations that are not 

necessary, but are the only way we can enforce our will. So, lhat 

explains a little bit of the political problems we have to deal with. 

DR. HEALY: One question, if I might. Does that mean that the 

regulations which are currently, at least I understand are currently 

enforced and which will govern our acti vit.ies from September of next 

year, could be altered? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Sure they could. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Again, since the State Board of Education 

has the authority by itself, without ,my legislative approval, if you 

wi.11, or oversight, Lo change t.!ios" regulations, put 1n the entire 

Cooperman plan, wilhc)Ut m,y changes, and even scrap the plan as they 

presently have developtd it -- the one they are going to implement the 

beginning of this ye,Jr -·- 11.ithout any approval from anybody. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: R1qht. 

DR. HEALY: /1.nt:i -.·rJ., rn your legislation 1f 1t were, in fact, 

to become law, they ccu i.,:-l I , .. ,a do that? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR rn: i\ ; that's r iqht. 
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this way. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Riqht. 

DR. HEALY: That's very curious. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR lA: That is the reason why we had to do it 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Now you know a little about our 

maneuver1nq. 

DR. HEALY: No, that's good, I honestly admit it. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: I thrnk in your comment about our 

leqislativP role, I think you are Looking at two of the finest 

legislators in Trenton. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Well, thank you. I aqree with Mildred 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: No, I mean dealing with education. 

Joe and I have talked, and we don't think we should have had to do 

this, by the way. For your information, we have met with the Governor 

and with the Comm1ssioner, but when one doesn't get open dialogue, then 

one has to do what he or she is responsible for. I think we have 

always been aqainst too much mandating, you know, from those hallowed 

ha I ls. 

DR. HEALY: I guess you mean personal mandating? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN D(HHA: Very good. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: He is delightful. 

MR. WHITt: Dr. Douglas Osheroff, Physicist, AT&T Bell Labs. 

DR. OSHEROFF: 1 'm here. but may I give my spot lo Barbara 

Wilson, who is also here to testify, but who has a meeting? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Certainly. 

DR. OSHEROFF: I will speak in her place later. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: ls there anyone else out there who has 

a pressing time problem? (no response) 

DR. BARB AR A A. WI L 5 0 N: My name is Barbara Wilson; I am 

a Research Physicist employed by AT&T Bell Laboratories. I had three 

years of colleqe teaching experience while I was a graduate student. I 

am happy lo be here to express, what I believe is the first point of 

view from the other side. Althouqh I personally considered high school 
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teaching at one point in my career, and included education courses as 

part of the minor for my Ph. 0. in physics, my main interest today at 

this hearing is more general, a more general concern for the state of 

precollege education in our nation and in our State. 

Precollege education in this country is suffering a decline 

which is accelerating daily. This is particularly true in the areas of 

math and science where the situation has reached crisis proportions, as 

recognized by most of the major associations related to science and 

math teaching. We must act 

trend before it is too late. 

knowledgeable and effective 

aspects are each important. 

stating shortly, statistics 

quickly and decisively to 

What is needed are more 

teachers in our schools. 

As some other people I 

showing that, in fact, 

reverse Uns 

intelligent, 

lhose three 

know wiJl be 

our current. 

population of teachers, statistically, is lacking al least in two of 

those categories, as far as ranking in any testing of the pool of 

teachers of intelligence and in competence of knowledgeable material. 

We need to find ways to stimulate many more intelligent and 

knowledgeable people to choose teaching as a profession, and lo assist 

them with the training necessary to mold them into effective teachers. 

Governor Kean has introduced a new program built on a 

proposal by Commissioner of Education, Saul Cooperman, which offers the 

potential of significant progress toward this goal. At its core is an 

alternative teacher certification procedure based on the successful 

completion of a bachelor's degree, tested knowledge in the subject 

matter, and an intensive one-year internship in the schools. 

Assembly Bills 3851 and 3974 I find counterproductive to this 

first step of real progress. The study of the education system 

proposed in A-3851 could, in fact, provide useful information, but I 

feel it must not be allowed to huld up the ret·orms proposed by 

Cooperman. We cannot afford !.<1 waste any more lime before starting 

active measures to reveff.e the accelerating decline of our school 

system. 

A-3974 more directly counters Cooperman's proposal by 

demanding that teacrmrs completP a traditional teacher educat 10n 

program and be tested in U1e theoretical aspects of teaching, as well 

as in the subject matte,~ -~:, be tauqht. While the motivation behind 



this bill is clearly to upgrade the knowledge and effectiveness of 

certified teachers, and is, therefore, certainly praiseworthy, I feel 

lhat the Commissioner's alternative criteria not only assures equally 

high standards of knowledge and effectiveness, but also have the 

potential to attract a much larger number of intelligent individuals 

into the profession, individuals who are desperately needed. A-3974 in 

no way addresses the problem of the lack of teachers qualified to 

teach, in particular, science and math, in our schools. 

Studies, in fact, have shown no clear correlation between 

knowledge of the theoretical aspects of leaching and teaching 

effectiveness. In facl, there is not even a consensus concerning which 

theoretical material is relevant or important for teachers. The one 

aspect of current teacher preparation about which there 1s no question 

regardinq usefulness is lhe learning of the more practical knowledge, 

the how to knowledge, which frequently, or usually, is acquired during 

the practice-teachin~ experience for teachers prepared under the 

traditional proqrams. The internship program proposed by Cooperman 

includes a number of improvements over existing practice-teaching 

programs, and thereby offers, 1 feel, an even better opportunity for 

prospective teachers to acquire the necessary practical knowledge. By 

delegating more authority and responsibility directly to the local 

schools in which the teachers are doing their internships, the program 

promises to provide more contact-hours of supervision, more immediate 

and consistent feedback for the teachers as they are learning, and 

closer Mentor relationships with practicing teachers. In addit10n, 1t 

offers more accurate evaluation of individual teaching effectiveness 

because of this more intensive observation by the people during this 

internshir> prorJram. Thus, in many ways I fee] the internship proqram 

couJ d better serve the needs of the school systems in the training and 

evaluation of new teachers than the existing teacher education 

programs. 

In summary, the Commissioner's proposal not only meets the 

needs of assurrnq higher quality teachers, but also has the crucial 

advantage of openinq the doors to a large pool of intelligent and 

knowledgeable individuals who otherwise would not consider precollege 

teaching as a profession. The passage of bills 3851 and 3974 would, 
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therefore, I feel, be a grave mistake 1n puttinq up blocks or delays to 

this proposal, and I urge you instead to reconsider and to, in fact, 

support Commissioner Cooperman's proposal of an alternative 

certification procedure. Thnnk you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you, 8arbara. We appreciate your 

coming, and it was qood to hear another point of view. I would like to 

ask you a question now. Obviously, as a physicist, you feel well 

prepared to go into a high school classroom to teach math and science, 

I would think. Right? 

DR. WILSON: I taught for three years at the college freshman 

level. As far as the h1qh school level--

ASSEMBLYMAN DORI1\: (interruplinq) Do you feel well prepared 

to go into the first grade to teach reading? 

grade. 

DR. WILSON: No, I have not interned in any way for first 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: What about leaching special education? 

DR. WILSON: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR IA: Under t.he present Cooperman proposal, if 

you had a desire to qo into the first grade to teach reading, or 1f you 

had a desire to teach special education, and you could pass the test -

I'm just saying, if you had that desire, you could go into the 

classroom and do that. Do you think you would be prepared enough to be 

able to handle that? 

DR. WILSON: I think all your remarks are totally iqnorin(J 

the internship program part of Cooperman's proposal. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: But, the internship part of the proposal 

calls for, Barbara, and I just want to point this out, an individual 

going into a classroom with three days' orientation, walking into a 

classroom of twenty-five students, and having no one in that classroom 

with them durinq that internship, except for someone coming in to 

observe them on a very fru)qular basis. 

DR. \HLSON: h my experience, that would not be different 

from practice teachers gornq rn who only have under their belts 

theoretical knowledge :·or which there 1s no evidence of its usefulness. 

ASSFMBLYMM'l DfJnIA: In practice teaching, doesn't the 

cooperating teacher stay !r, the classroom? 

DR. WILSON: Yes. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DOH IA: Yes, c1l ways does? 

DR. WILSON: Always? 

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: Always, until the last two weeks, so they 

hn\/e. you know, another person in the field who has Pxpertise working 

with them. I am not disaqreeing with you. What I am saying 1s, I 

think you are ririht lo a degree. In science anrl math. as you are 

presenting it, there 1s a need, and the need could be met by the 

Cooperman proposal. What I am saying is, the Cooperman proposal is too 

broad and, because it is loo broad, it is creating the type of conflict 

that is not necessary. If it is qoinq to work, run a pilot program in 

science and math in the high schools, and I think e\/erybody will say, 

"It's a qood idea, run it, and let's see what is going to happen," and 

have individuals such as yourself, who have been out in the field for 

five or ten years, come and handle a classroom. I don't think anyone 

quest ions that.. l think they an~ worried about, and the concern is, 

ha\/ inq people come back one year after gradual ion from college. not 

with a Ph.D. or a master's degree, one year after graduating from 

college, qoinq back and trying to become a teacher in a classroom, 1n 

any classroom. That is the problem. But, I appreciate your comments, 

and I think you arc correct to a deqree. However, I think the proposal 

Cooperman made is too broad. Thank you. 

ASSEMHLYWOMAN GARVIN: I have c1 couple of questions, if you 

don't mind. You spoke of a pool of teachers who are available. Do 

you think those teachers would be willing to teach in Newark at Central 

Hiqh School? 

DR. WILSON: I don't have any idea: they have not been asked. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: No, no, no, I mean-- In other words, 

in your presentation 1t is as if we have a lot of intelliqent, 

knowledgeable people-- I would like the record to show that we have a 

Lot of intelligent, knowledgeable teachers in our system. 

DR. WILSON: I agree; I agree that we absolutely do. 

However, statistically, that is not true. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: All right. My point--

DR. WILSON: (interrupting) As an overall statement that all 

of the teachers arc intelligent and knowledgeable, that is certainly 

not a true statement. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Okay. Well, l '11 tell you before I 

ask my question that I don't deal this way, but were you at the 

meetings on September 28 and September 29, and I don't know whether 1 

should shut up or keep asking questions? 

DR. WILSON: No, I was not. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Okay, thank you. My question has to 

do with the urban schools here 1n the State, and with your exper1ence 

at AT&T as a physicist. Do you think the eng1neers and the people who 

are waiting for this new proposal would come to the urban schools of 

this State? Teachers are needed in the urban schools because there has 

been an increase in enrollment; there has been a decrease in enrollment 

in the suburban schools. Do you really think they would? 

DR. WILSON: I don't think they would any more or any Jess 

than any other qroup of people, so I do not: really see the relevance of 

the question. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you, Dr. Wilson. 

MR. WHITE: Harrie l::lernard, classroom teacher. (Witness not 

present.) Dennis Testa. (Witness not present.) Maria LaSalvia. 

(Witness not present.) Sue Miksza, please. 

S U E H I K S Z A: Good eveninfJ. I bel 1eve l 'm listed on your sheet 

as a teacher. I am a teacher first and foremost; however, at the 

present: time I am the principal of an elementary school. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Where? 

MS. MIKSZA: In Elizabeth, an urban Hre<1. am Hlso 

presently a member of Dr. Healy's class in Critical Issues 1n New 

Jersey Education. 

Even though there may be some positive aspects to the 

education reform proposals, and I aqree that we need reform 1n many 

areas of education, I have several reservations as lo the way they have 

been presented. The new certification standards for teachers' 

preparation which werP adopted for New Jersey teacher training programs 

two years aqo, have m• even had a chance to be field tested as yet. 

Up until this point, they have been little more than puper 

regulations. I feel it is unfc11r to brinri in a totally new prorJram 

before our new regulations are even given a chance to be proven. Even 

though liberal arts maJ'.Jt ,, would have to prove their strengths and 



knowledge in their specific subject areas, there is a definite need for 

them to have some background in the methodology · of teaching various 

subjects, educational theory and child psychology. 

As was alluded to before, where is the correlation between 

knowledge of subject matter and the ability to teach children? When we 

are working in the classrooms, we are working with the fragile minds of 

young people, and in order to teach these young people we cannot allow 

others to go in as teachers and work with our children, without 

adequate training and supervision. By adequate supervision I mean the 

constant supervision of a cooperating teacher, such as one receives 

during student teaching. I am proud to say I am a graduate of Kean 

College with a B.A. in General Elementary Education. One of the most 

valuable experiences I had during my four years of college was my 

sixteen weeks of student teaching. I was a true intern. During my 

internship, I was supervised daily by my cooperating teacher and by my 

college supervisor. My college supervisor, by the way, was on site 

every day, and so was readily available to answer any questions or to 

help resolve any problems which may have arisen. 

I used much of the knowledge that I garnered from my sixteen 

weeks of student teaching through my eleven years of teaching in an 

urban school, in grades one through five, and I still use it today as 

an administrator. By the way, I would also like to add, we had to pass 

the internship the first time around in order to become teachers. My 

understandinq is that the present plan would allow an intern to fail, 

so Lo speak, the first year, yet if the district chose to renew that 

internship, they could do so. 

The present plan also does not al low for in-depth 

supervision. As an administrator, I know I would have to spread myself 

extremely thin in order to give a liberal arts intern the type of 

supervision I feel would be necessary, and at the expense of the rest 

of my school, both teachers and students. When Dean Esposito spoke 

earlier, he alludel1 to a program of field experiences. For the second 

year, my school is currently involved in a project in conjunction with 

Kean College of sophomore field experiences. The program is for 

college sophomores who are considering entering the field of 

education. At the present time, I have twelve students who are coming 
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to my school, working for a full day in the classrooms one day a week, 

for a period of twelve weeks. Nol all of lhem, by the way, are 

edlJcat ion majors as yet. l:3ut, this type of experience is qi v ing them 

the opportunity to be a l1vinq part of a classroom, so they can decide 

if teaching is for them, and to give we, out in the field, and the 

college the chance to decide if education is for them. 

I also agree with Dean Esposito that we are making a 

comparison of a vigorous road for those who are in a four-year program 

versus the comprehensive exam. Any alternative lo a four-year program 

should be made just as vigorous and demanding as the standards that are 

put forth for education majors. In my mind what is happening now is 

the imposition of a double standard. As it is, those of us who enter 

education are often made to feel inferior, and we are often put down 1n 

public and in the press. The easy way which 1s heinq offered to 

non-education majors only serves to increase lhal feeling of 

inferiority. I would also like to add that where Governor Kean is 

proposing a starting salary of $18,500 for the people coming in under 

this program, it took me eleven years to attain lhat qoal, and I feel I 

was a very hard-working and good teacher in the classroom. 

In closing, I would like to stress the feeling that we need 

more input and representation from all of those in the field, from 

preschool all the way to the college level. Thank you. (applause) 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN OURIA: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARV IN: We just have a comment. We have 

discussed the role of middle management, and we feel it has been left 

out of this whole reform movement. That is all I wanted lo say. 

MS. MIKSZA: It is interesting that you brinq that up. I 

have said many times during the past two yec1rs since I became an 

administrator, I really know now what middle management means. 

ASSEMBLYMAI✓ DOIHA: You qet a chance to do all the dirty 

work. 

MS. MIKSZA: Yes. 

MR. WHITE: ls Dr. Carole Willis here? (no response) 

Barbara Pollack? (no response) Joan Cioban? (no response) Horr 1e 

Bernard? (no response) Dr. Walter Eliason? 



D R. W A L T [ R E L I A S O N: My name 1s Walter Eliason, and I am 

Associate Professor of Educatior1 at Rider College. I come representing 

the State Coordinators' Committee of Uilin~iual Education and ESL 

Education higher education. For many years, we have been 

cooperating with the State Department of Education to develop standards 

and criteria for certifying bilingual and LSL teachers. We ha\le been 

leaders in the country in doing that, since our neighborinq states, New 

York, Pennsylvania and Delaware do not have such standards. We feel we 

have contributed to improving the quality of classroom instruct ion 

because of such standards. Last year, we were also active, as everyone 

else was, in revising our curricula to accommodate for the 

recommendations made in the Newman Report.. We also feel that those 

changes will improve the quality of teacher preparation and the quality 

of instruction in New Jersey classrooms. 

We support A-3974 and the efforts of the Committee to assure 

that teachers will be prepared in the way the Newman Report suggests 

and the way that programs set up in colleges and un1vers1ties 

throughout the State have been designed. I cannot say categorically 

that all members of our association, of our group, would support A-3974 

as a bi 11. They support everything in il, however. We are still a 

little reluctant to make a commitment to legislated proyrams. llowever, 

as an alternative to the alternate route recommended by the 

Commissioner, most of us would find it a qreal help. 

\fo have reservations along certain lines of the alternate 

route. First of all, we, of course, agree that a deqree is necessary 

to enter the profession. We consider ourselves a profession of 

trained, qualified people, not a stopover place for people coming out 

of liberal arts programs who have a great deal of subject matt.er 

knowledge, and wishing, perhaps, to spend a while in a school seeing 

what is going on there, or helping out. Wt~ do not feel those people 

are necessarily dedicated professionals. 

In the area of discipline of knowledge, or knowledge of 

subject matter, we find that for bilingual teachers and for ESL 

teachers there is going to be a difficulty dec1drng what subject matter 

is app rap r i at: e. We view that a teacher is someone workinq HI an 

applied field, who of necessity has skills of commurucat ion and 
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crosr;-culttll'ill urnlt~ri,lm1d111q and, 111'1. only a knowled4e of English, but 

a knowledge of how English is compost~d. So, we find it is goinq to be 

difficult for someone lo dee ide on what i,•1bject knowledge tests should 

be applied for ESL and bilingual teachers. For example, it was 

recent] y stated at one of our meetings that an effective teacher of 

English as a second lanquaqe, or of bilingual teaching, should really 

have a love and respect for language. We are not sure where you qet 

that kind of thing. We know that it has a know!Prlge base, probably in 

linquistics and in grammar, but we are not sure how you acquire it. We 

feel that havinq had courses in J;~qu~Gtics will probably promote it. 

We also feel that it 1s developed over a period of time, as a teacher 

trnirn~P acquires experiencP in thP field. 

In the area of linguistics, we look for twelve credit hours 

of work for an ESL teacher, only three for a bilingual teacher, but we 

want an ESL teacher to have skills in recognizing how language works, 

which is different from simply using the English language. We are very 

fearful of the notion of someone going to the State Department and 

passinrJ a test in spoken English and having a degree and, therefore, 

beinq qualified to go out and train students of limited English 

proficiency. They would simply not know where to beqin, whether they 

were 1n the second or lhird grade level, lhe junior high school level, 

the high school level, or in adult education. We hope that a knowledge 

of Unquistics would help them to acquire such skills. 

We also want them to be sensitive in terms of cross-cultural 

understanding, so the standards which we helped to develop, which are 

in content areas, not necessarily in education or method courses, also 

include requirements in areas such as anthropology, social psychology, 

socioloqy, urban sociology -- courses that are designed to help foster 

a knowledge base wherein a person can develop a sensitivity to people 

in other cultures. We think those two things are essential, and we 

know from research in language learning that they are essential. That 

can be demonstrated. We do not feel that someone goin~1 simply with a 

knowledge of English will have sufficient knowledge to do teaching in 

either bilingual or ESL classrooms. 

Also, we wonder about the tests being prepared. First of 

all, there is no promise that there will be any professional 
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involvement in identifying what subject matter ought to be tested of 

teachers. We would not like to see the task assigned to a linguist or 

ln c1 cultural anthropologist. These are very distinct fields which 

serve lo furnish a knowledge base for teachers, but which do not 

necessarily help them acquire the applied skills they need to have. 

So, we hope you will insist on there being professional practitioners 

included in any task force that agatn examines teacher competencies to 

project for us some kind of tests wherein teachers can qualify with the 

rn1uject matter knowledge they need. 

We feel, also, that the internship, as it is described in the 

rropmrnl, is an affront to teachers. After only a few days 

int roductrnn, there is nowhere A definition of what. the collegial 

tPacher contact will be, whether it will be a coffee klatsch 

d iscust;ion, whether it wi 11 be a fu 11-fledged classroom observation 

exactly what that will be is not defined, at least not to my 

satisfaction, and the principal 's observations appear to us to be 

unworkable, since we know for a fact that principals are rarely able to 

get out of their offices nowadays. Perhaps they should get out of 

their offices more often, but most often they are caught behind the.1r 

desks. We think it is unreasonable to expect them to do the number of 

observations suggested by the proposal. We feel that a good training 

proqram which engenders a professional skill begins early. In my own 

institution, sophomore courses frequently include field experiences, 

and junior students studying the teaching of reading, for example, take 

what they learn in the classroom and go out and observe it' and 

practice it in elementary schools, middle schools and high schools. 

We have classes running as clinics. We have reading clinics, 

ESL clinics, in which students come to us from the schools and are 

tauqhl and tutored under the direct supervision of methods teachers. 

All of our methods teachers are certified teachers in every field they 

are teaching. They not only have advanced degrees in the field of 

educ at ion, but they are cert i. fied teachers as we 11, and those same 

teachers do observations of the student teachers when they finally get 

into the last level of the student-teaching phase. So, they have had a 

theoretical and practical classroom orientaUon which culminates in a 

student-teaching internship which is supervised by the college teacher 
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and the cooperating teacher. The cooperating teacher, of course, as 

you know, and you have probHbly heard this a dozen times, plays c1 

terribly important role. The collegial teacher and the cooperating 

teacher may be teaching even different kinds of classes. They may have 

different requirements, different time schedules. The cooperating 

teacher's schedule is desiqned so that it dovetails with the student 

teacher's work. They have common interests, common objectives. The 

common objective is to better instruct. the childrrm in their rrnrt1r1ilar 

classroom. fhe collegial teacher wi 11 hu11e n class room of her own or 

his own, whereas the intern wi 11 also have a classroom of his own or 

her own. There is no reason to believe there will be a qood connection 

there. We think it is very weak. 

Finally, we feel that placing untried and untrarned teachers 

in the classroom will really be harmful to kids. We feel il is much 

too experimental. Some kids will suffer because of an attempt to place 

unprepared, untried persons in the classroom. Some few kids may 

benefit, because some of those people may be find, we 11-inlent. ioned, 

intelligent people with a lot of common sense who may he able to pick 

things up quickly, but basically it is a reqressive act lo do away with 

training programs. We see this not as an alternative, but as an 

alternative which will very quickly submerge training programs, and we 

would like to be more progressive about the thrng and continue to 

improve education along the lines of the Newman Report and al unq the 

lines of A-3974 which you are proposing. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you. We will include your position 

paper in the record. Thank you very much. 

MH. WHITE: Dennis Testa. (no response) Ur. M1ch.-iel Kn1qlil 

from Kean Colleqe. 

D R. M I C H A E L K N I G H T: This has been a very enl1qhleniny 

experience over the last five months. I think we entered 19114 c1buut 

five months early. lhe intensive internship 1s neilher intensive nor 

an internship. We somehow use words and we make ~J whal we want them 

to mean. I have been at the college now for fourteen and a half ytiars, 

and one thing that this whole experience ltas clone 1s clarity c.J problem 

I have had. I have been anqry with Trenton for fourteen years. It 

took me one semester tu get anqry. I now realize l have bee11 amiry al 



the wrong people. I should not be anqry at Trenton; I should focus my 

anqer on those people who cause the qreatest problem. I see 

Commissioner Cooperman creating a tremendous problem. I think what he 

has done is cast himself in the role almost of a fanatic, and I recall 

when I was takinq an undergraduate philosophy course, fanatic was 

defi m~d as someone who hav inq forgotten h1s goal, redoubles his 

effort. I am afraid that when I look at his proposal, the first 

paragraph speaks to the quality of students who are entering education, 

but the rest of the proposal does not address that. The rest of the 

proposal addresses other concerns, what would be the best alternative 

route, n:1ther than Addressinq the question, "What 1s the best way to 

attract the best and brightest of our younq people into education?" 

Even Dr. Wilson from Bell Labs, I agree with a number of things she 

says. I certainly do believe there should be alternative routes to 

education, but I am tired of the perjurative statements I recognize, 

that even among teachers there are some intelligent people. I know she 

did not mean that, but I am angry at that, as well as a number of other 

things. 

Who is the tarqet of the criticism that manifests itself in 

the Cooperman report? The issue seems to be the quality of the 

students who are entering teacher education. After about the third 

paraqraph, it becomes very clear to me that it is an at tack on the 

schools of education. I have no idea why Commissioner Cooperman feels 

so negatively about. schools of education. I think it is interesting 

that when people first began challenging him and asking him questions, 

he did not defend his position, but he attacked the questioners, and I 

think that is a very interesting approach. I think he would have a 

very hard time defendinq his proposal, and the best thing to do is not 

to defend, but to attack someone else. More supervision and greater 

involvement will not take place in any school that I have been in in 

the last ten years, and I spend probaly two days a week visiting 

schools in various capacities of my job. 

I am personally offended, as I think every graduate of a 

teacher education program should be. I am offended by a number of 

things. One of the things, and Assemblyman Doria mentioned this rn the 

very beginning I was totally unaware that it was part of the 
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Commissioner's job to lobby for particular acts. 

taxpayer and a citizen of New Jersey, and I 

offensive. 

I also happen to be a 

find that extremely 

Commissioner Cooperman, throughout his document, indicates 

that he is looking for consistency. He is saying we cannot agree that 

this is important, or that is important. No matter what he says, no 

matter what anyone says about a consensus regarding what is an 

effective teacher, every education program must go throuqh NCATE and 

NASDTEC, so there are standards we are held up lo. We have no µrublems 

addressing those standards. We frequently wish they would not change 

as rapidly as they do, but we have no problem addressinq those 

standards. We are happy to; we wish to be known as a quality 

institution. 

Some of the analogies I have read about, and heard ahout, 

saying, "Well, we have a bar exam. People can take a bar exam, what 

wi 11 be an entrance exam for teachers." I be 1 ieve you have to do 

something else before you can take the bar exam. I believe before you 

take your internship as a medical doctor, you have to do something 

else. If you don't, I would he happy to huy my own scalpel and start 

working. I think the principal question asked has been, "Why is 

teaching in such poor repute?" I think the answers ha\le been given, 

low pay, little respect, little involvement in decision makinq within 

the schools and within the system and, 1n some cases, poor 

supervision. I would like to know, who taught the students who went on 

lo work in Bell Labs, ten or twelve or fifteen years ago? f.v1dently, 

those students did quite well. Now, I would guess not quess, I 

should not say guess -- it is my opinion, agarn visiting many schools, 

that most of the teachers who tauqht those students who went on to Hell 

Labs ten or twelve years ago are still teaching. If they did a good 

job ten or twelve years ago, why are they not doing a good joh now? If 

they did a good job ten or twelve years ago, it would rndicate to me 

that their training program was fine. We should not change their 

training program. 

I would just like lo close by once again say inq, I think 

Commissioner Cooperman has offended us -- when l say us, 1l is rather 

universal -- by not askinq us to participate, and I can t.hink of only 
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two reasons why he would not ask us to participate. One is he does not 

trust us, and we are so self-servinq that we would do anything we could 

to maintnin lhe slritus quo, and the other is that he does not think we 

con makf' a valuable contribution. I hope that is not the case. If 

there is H commission established, I would hope there would be ample 

representation from various schools of education in this State. Thank 

you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOHIA: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: IJr. Knight, I t.hink the only thing I 

want to add is that wit.h all of this we have heard, we seem to forget 

that there are parents out there who must begin to play a greater role, 

no matter what kind of teacher we put in front of that classroom. 

When I go over this record -- and I have to apologize as a 

legislator -- there are some things you think of that you want to put 

on the record because you wi 11 pursue it in-depth. I thought this was 

a perfect time to make that comment. 

DR. KNIGHT: I certainly agree. I think that is part of the 

problem, and the problem is that Commissioner Cooperman has not 

identified what the problem is. He has identified one minuscule part, 

and sees that as the entire solution. 

MR. WHITE: Maria LaSalvia. (no response) Fay Palomore. 

(no response) Lorraine Mayifsky. (no response) Dr. Stanley 

Geschwind. 

DR. ST AN L £ Y GE SCHWIND: I would like to thank the 

members of the Committee for giving me this opportunity to testify on 

the two bills in question before the Assembly. I do have a prepared 

statement, but if the Committee will allow me, I would like to depart 

from my statement just for a moment or two, to answer the question 

posed by the preceding gentleman as lo who were my teachers. 

I am also from !jell Laboratories. Of course, I emphasize 

that I speak for myself only. Whatever I may be today professionally, 

I lay at the doorstep of my teachers in grade school and in high 

school. I do not refer only to math and science teachers, but to 

history, English and art teachers, all the way down the line. It is 

because of those teachers that I was able to go on and get whatever 

education I did get, to be wherever I am today. 
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I believe we have an outslandinq, very fine (]roup of teachers 

in our high schools today, in science and math as well, but there are 

glaring deficiencies, especially at the entry level. I believe as I 

read Cooperman's proposal and Governor Kean's speech lo the 

leqislature, they at.tempt to address these deficiencies. I would also 

add that I regard the startinq salary of $18,500 as perhaps just 

minimal. Most teachers today are qrossly underpaid. 

Havinq made those remarks, I would like lo proceed to my 

prepared statement, which you may all have a copy of. I am a member of 

the Panel on Public Affairs (POPA) of the American Physical Society 

(APS), and serve as its liaison to the l:.ducation Committee of the 

American Physical Society. I appear before this Committee al my own 

initiative, representing only myself, and I am solely responsible for 

my remarks. 

I have taught at New York University and Hutqers Umversity, 

and have served on the American Physical Society Visiting Scientists 

Committee to Schools, which is throughout the country. The membership 

of the American Physical Society has been deeply concerned about the 

declining quality of high school mathematics and science education in 

the country. They believe that Fl st. ronq pre-col leqe educal ional 

proqram in science and mathematics for all students is crucial lo our 

national well-being. This concern is evidenced in the September, 1983, 

issue of the journal Physics Today, published by the American Institute 

of Physics. I will leave a copy of this journal with the Committee. 

This journal normally is devoted to scientific matters, yet the entire 

issue of this journal is devoted to the crisis in high school science 

and math education. Detailed documentation is provided in Uu.s journal 

of the critical shortaqe of qualified physics teachers throughout the 

nation. More generally, in lest imony before the United States Senate 

on April 15, 1982, the president of thP- Nat Lonal ~,cim1cc Tcacht~r:, 

Association cited statistical data Urnt half of lhe new I y Pmployed 

teachers in science and mathematics were unqualified. In some states, 

65% of those teaching physics did not have a major or even a minor in 

physics. Even more worrisome is lhe fact that there ere no prospective 

teachers in the pipeline. Whal are the reasons fur this cntical 

shortage of science and malhemat ics teachers? In partial answer to 
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this question, I quote from a copy of a letter from Dr. Jack M. 

Wilson, Executive Officer of the American Association of Physics 

Teachers, commending Governor Kean for his report to the Legislature on 

September 6, 1983, entitled, "Education in New Jersey - a Blueprint for 

Heforrn." Dr. Wilson writes to the Governor: 

"Your proposc:.il is bold but realist 1c and addrsses the two 

m3jor i terns cited by science students as obstacles to a career in 

teachinq: low salaries and the need to take many education courses that 

!hey feel are not siqnificantly helpful." 

The bar that traditional certification through education 

t raininq programs presents to the bright student seeking to teach is 

referred to in several of the articles appearing in the issue of 

Physics Today cited above. To quote from an article by 8. F. Porter 

and W. H. Kelly: 

"Faculty members, counselors and friends frequently advise 

the brighter male students," this would no longer apply, because they 

are currently advising the brighter female students along the same 

lines, "that teaching is not a desirable profession. The professional 

education programs that prospective teachers must take to be certified 

tend t.o but tress this adv ice; they are too often among the weakest 

proqrams offered. Bright students are both embarrassed and 

insufficiently cha] lenqed by the low quality of many of these course 

offerings." 

Surely there is something amiss when the education majors in 

our State score as low as they do on verbal and math SAT scores, 

rnnkinq among the lowest of all the majors given in our colleges. I 

would like to quote from an article by Albert Shanker, President of the 

UFT and the American Federation of Teachers, which appeared about a 

year ago in the New York Times. He quotes from a study made by the 

Cnrneri i e Fund, by Dr. Ernest !foyer, and I quote: 

"From 1972 lo 1980, SAT verbal scores for education majors 

dropped from 4.18 to 3.39, a loss of seventy-nine points, while the SAT 

math scores dropped thirty-one points, going from 4.49 to 4.18. Hus 

is a much steeper decline than the national averages for all students 

in the same time period, which dropped twenty-one points on the veral 

anrl fifteen points on the math." 
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I do not mean to imply that we do not have outstand1nq 

teachers in our schools who have come from schools of education. 

However, there is a growing perception that there 1s no proven 

relationship between the performance of these fjne teachers and their 

ti~acher training programs. No, I am not sugqest inq that comp,;! 1ir11.·y 1r1 

subject matter is a sufficient condi.t1on to he a qood teacher, but 

unequivocally state that it 1s ;m absolutely necessary condit1un. Hin 

Governor's and Commissioner Cooperman's proposal for a statewide 

examination will at least guarantee this crucial element of competency 

in subject matter. The proposed one-year internship under the quidance 

of an outstanding teacher is the best vehicle for honing one's skills, 

other than natural inborn qualities, associated with tPachinq 

methodology and techniques. l feel Uie proposed tn lb, A-59 74 ,md 

A-3851, will have the effect of blockinq the Governor's propos,d for 

urgently nec!dc~d reform rn the certi fie at 10r1 µruccdun~. I cmH1ol lltdp 

but feel that the overwhelming majority of taxpayers are in favor of 

quality education in our State, and will he in opposition to these 

bl I Ju. ll1;mk you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN OOHIA: Thank you very much, Or. Geschwind. 1 

would like to ask just one question. Ou you know how the statistics 

were gleaned, at least in the State of New Jersey, on the SAT scores 

for students involved in education? Oo you know where those statistics 

were gleaned from? 

DR. GESCHWIND: No, I was just referrinq lo the statistics 

here for the national scores. 

WiS[MIJLYMAN OUl<IA: Hiqhl, which 1s u1rn1 lnr to whHI t h1:y l1.iv1: 

been sayinq in New Jersey. I just wanted to point this out because, 

again, what I find here is a lilt le subterfoqe. I aqree with ;1 Jot of 

what. you're say1n1J, and I lh1nk, r1ow aqa111, lfl malt, and sc1e11c1: l can 

see needs. I think all of us can see needs. 

ASS[MHLYWOMAN L;ARVIN: Thc1t 's r1qhl; ,1I I of us cnn !;i>1· r11•1•d:;. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DURIJ\: l think the questior1 l have, i1, that what 

has happened in the Stale of New Jersey, is that rnforrnation 1s beinq 

used to try to pre[;ent a specific point of view. Fur example, we were 

told that the students going into education as a major in the State of 

New Jersey, have the lowest SAT scores. When we asked 1vhere these 



:,I ;1l 1 :;tics camr-: from -- and Hl this poi11t I would ask your opinion on 

tt111, -- we were told these statislics actually came from the SAT's 

taken durinq junior a11d senior years of high school, by approximately 

50,000 students in the State of New Jersey, and there was no way of 

knowinq, actually, which of these students who checked off that they 

wen· qoing to colleqe, and that they were qoinq to be education majors, 

actually, number one, went to college and, actually, number two, were 

education majors. So, what I am concerned about is that some of the 

st~,, isl 1cs which are presently being used to feed a certain point of 

VU)W, are heinq qerrymandered to try to prove that point of view. l 

would say it is an excel lent first affirmative debate case. You know, 

ynu alwHys try in the first affirmative to present your point of view, 

take all the statistics, i-md twist them around to prove your point. 

\tHrnt l'm sayinq is, unfortunately, we have had too much of 

that ~rnppeninq. What you're saying, as I said, I agree with to a 

deqree, but I think we have to look at the broader picture and, 

unfortunate! y, the broader picture does not allow us to say that the 

system that is heing presented as an alternative will work. 

I have one question. Do you think -- I would like your own 

personal opinion that in this type of program presented by 

Cornmiss10ner Cooperman, that a student who has only been out of school 

one or two years with a bachelor's degree should be al lowed to take 

this internship program and teach physics in college? 

DH. GESCHWIND: Absolutely. As a matter of fact, to answer 

Chairperson Garvin's quest10n to Dr. Wilson, I would say that it 1s 

inconceivable that a first grade teacher would just be taken off the 

street and drawn from lhis pool because of performance on an 

examination. If I were a member of a school board, I would certainly 

want to see a lot more than that in terms of experience with children, 

and perhaps some feeling for what it is to work with children, and some 

backqround of that sort. 

Regard inq people goinq into schools in Newark, and so on, 

aqain 1 would answer in the affirmative to Assemblywoman Garvin, 

especially if those who come forward to do so are committed. Those who 

come forward volunteering to teach today in the face of the competitive 

salaries offered by industry-- I believe the starting salary for a 
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high school teacher in New Jersey today is something rn the v1c inity of 

$13,000. This is for a fresh bachelor's degree. ThP. sli-irtrnq salsry 

for someone in mathematics, chemistry or physics is approximately 

figures were compi.led by the American Institute of $24,000. These 

Physics Manpower Commission, and they are avaiiable. I believe anyone 

who chooses to teach is committed. He or she is extremely committed. 

Now this rn itself, of course, is not sufficient to guarantee ttrnt he 

or she will exceed in the tough environment of teaching, but presumably 

the intern program is designed, or you should help to see t llat 1 t 1s 

designed, in such a way that it picks out from among these indiv1dusls 

who are committed, who have the competency in the subject matter, those 

who can also teach. In no way is competency a guarantee of leactlln(J 

ability. !Jut, 1 repeat, 1l is an absolutely necessary cond1tirn1, i.Hld I 

believe a failure of the schools currently. What is happeninq now is, 

because of the critical shortage, we are findrng people who are 

unqualified in subject matter beinq thrown into leach i nq, and U11 s is a 

far more risky thing that to lake people who have not had a bnckqround 

in education courses. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

I\SSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: I have one quest i.on requrdrnq mat ll and 

science. You know, we have studied what other school districts ,icross 

the country have done: certain states have inst j tuted scholarship 

monies and a differential 1r1 the pay sea le. So, I lh1nk when 1 l comes 

to math and science, I agree with you that we need to do somelh1nq in 

those subject matters of hiqh lechnolorJY· But, that was nol lhe 

proposal, sir, that was presented to us. It cuts across all lines. If 

it were related to math and science, I would not be here tonHJht 

speaking with you, but when you deal with all the cateqones that the 

proposal would impact on, it just leaves a lot of qLwstions rn your 

m1nd. I want you to know that anythinq we do, ,md I lhrnk WP are 

planninq to do proposals for math and science -- I would like to srwre 

that with you -- whether it be scholarst11ps to teachers or pay, wt11ch 

are what other slates have done-- You know, we sit here llstenrnq, but 

we travel extensively natiorrnlly: we an~ both a part of a natrnnal 

leadership coalition, and we qet informatwn from all over th1:; 

country. So, we do not come here just to evaluate Dr. Cooperman's 
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proponHI in a vacuum. It 1s because we have heard some proposals 1n 

other slates by other commissioners that real Ly met the need in math 

and science. We' re here to tell you that we would support any effort 

like that, but we will not support across the board reform that 1s so 

extensive that. I don't know if even IJr. Cooperman real1zes what he has 

proposed. 

ASSl::MUL YMAN OOIHA: Thank you. 

MR. WHITE: Elaine Jewell from Essex County, rlassroom 

tP.a~1ier. 

E L A I N E J E W E L L: Thank you for giving me the opportunity to 

address you t.hi.s ;:ift er noon. My name is Elaine Jewell. As a teacher rn 

the public schools of I rvinqton, New Jersey, I support Assembly Bi 11 

3974 because it protects high standards for students wishing to enter 

thP teaching profession. 

All students deserve a teacher who is fully educated and 

trained the first day he or she stands before a class. Experience is 

part of the training necessary to give students the best possible 

ch,mce of success. Hecent.ly, I had occasion to observe a student 

teacher in my build1nq, and I was delighted to see how she had 

developed. This experience was also made clear to me in my own switch 

in qrade levels this year from sixth to third. The organization of 

reading qroups, math groups and the gathering of materials was 

facilitated because of experience. The experience helped me to judge 

the attention span of the class, as well as their individual needs. 

Strict statewide standards for teacher trainees must include 

subject area competency, as well as supervsed classroom experience. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOHlA: Thank you very much for taking the time 

to come here. We apprec1ate your comments. 

MR. WHITE: IJr. Phyllis F. Kavett, Department of Educational 

Arts and Systems, Advisor to the Secondary Education Program, Kean 

College. 

DR. PHYLLIS f. KAVE TT: Good evening, I am Dr. Phyllis 

Kavett. As I sat thel'e waiting fol' my turn, I realized how you felt, 

bec1rnne it is qettinq ]ale and I know we would all likP to be home. 

However, I do have a presentation of a very brief statement, which was 
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arrived at by the persoris at Kean who teach secondi:u·y educal 10n, which 

I would like to read concerninq your bills, und then I would likP to 

speak extemporaneously on malhemat1cs education, which 1s my f1i-dd. 

On A-3974, the faculty of Kean College who teach cuur~;es rn 

secondary education wish to t.hank the members or the [duc;itlon 

Committees for assembling here today t.o takP pulll ic lest lmony 011 

proposed legislation, and for their concern reqardinq the Cooperman 

proposal. 

Wtu le these faculty members applaud the efforts and 111lent of 

the proposers oft.his bill, thr.y wish t.o make known their qeneral 

concern that the State Legislature is at tempt inq to enact rules about 

matters which might better be decided at a lower level, e.q., qrr1de 

point averaqe, and which are essentially admirust.rative rn character. 

However, such legislation, if 1mssed, would lend stre11qU1 to 

the new l't!CJU lat ions dealing with minimum st anuards which, of course, 

you explained earlier. While this miqhl prove an mJvantaqe, i I could 

also become disadvantageous if the new minimum standards t.hemsel ves 

prove in the future to require revision or upqradiny. 

The faculty members were pleased about the improvement in 

emergency certification which may result from the passage of this bill, 

and they would like to see further leqislation to refrne and I im1l the 

emerqency certification process. 

Some faculty members questioned the imposit10n of u specific 

qrade of 3.0 in student teaching, equivalent 

et Kean Colleqe has received qrades 

to a 

of 

"Ll," a course which 

"s1-:1l1sfaclory" or 

"unsatisfactory," accompanied by anecdotal reports, i11 recent years. 

The faculty members were pleased to see the distinct ion made 

between elementary and secondary education underqraduates. This was 

not the case in the Cooperman proposal documenls. 

On A-3851, secondary education faculty members at Kean 

Colleqe feel it. •,iould be very worthwhile for a commissim1 lo study 

national reports on educal ion and make recommendations concerr11nq the 

public school system. 

On the Cooperman proposal, the secondary education faculty 

members i11tend to present their position on this matter durimJ lie,ff1ngs 

for this purpose, no they t1ave not. made an ext.emnve report. 
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Meanwhile, represeritr1tives ast;embled here should be assured that close 

altentior1 is beinri riiven to all developments in New Jersey education. 

Now, the reason I felt you might wish to hear some other 

input from Ille, is that. trnve been 1n the State system of public 

educ Ht ion i.n the col leqes s I nee 1960. I have tuught in public schools 

and in private schools. I am a l i.beral arts graduate, 1vho came in on a 

kind of emerqency cert i ficHt iu11 rn New York Cily as my first teaching 

experience, arid I realized that therr~ miqht be some justif1ration in 

cme 1 qency situatior1s But, al lhe time, New York City required that 

nnyonr\ on an emerqency certificate complete all requirements within 

two years. In my case, 11 was merely the student leachinq experience, 

which I subsequently had waived because of the experience of teaching 

I had been doinq, but I had already had a lot of education course work 

behind that, so I did not feel HS thouqh it was fjUite equivalent to 

what Coopcrm,m 1s proposinq. 

As far as the proposal itself is concerned, there are a few 

points I would like lo bring to your attent10n. In a recent report 

cc11led "The Governor's Task Force ffoport on Technology Trained 

Mc1npow1~r," issued in July, 1983, one of the points made -- a very 

slronri point, and this applies to all colleges -- was that studenls are 

elect inq tu leave New Jersey because of the general 1 y poor reputations 

of New Jersey colleqes. Thnt applies lo everybody. Wr! are maybe the 

larqest State lo send peoµle out of state to col leqes, which means that 

some of the brighter, perhaps, or at least possible candidates, have 

left the State and have qone to other states for trairung. Teacher 

trai11i11q, of course, would just be c1 very small part of tt11s. 

At Kean we have had ttH~ ex per 1ence, which I have documented 

in my own research, ttrnt with math ma.iors throuqh 1975 to 1982, we have 

hnd a v£~ry small number at Kean. We had a much larger number going 

into computer science in that period, from that same potential pool of 

people. It is obv10us that the lure of salaries was making a large 

ch,mqP here. We went 

hundred, and we went 

about sixty, at most. 

from zero computer science majors to over two 

from probably over two hundred math majors to 

Well, of the sixty people that came through as 

math majors, fully 3'.>% elPcted education, which was not a bad number, 

but we hnd very little to draw from lo beqin with, you see, in lhe 
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mathematics major. As was pointed out earlier, secondary people are 

liberal arts candidates here al our college. They merely comP rn later 

to take their education col lateral. So they, in fact, would not even 

have identified as education majors on any of lhe statistics lhat have 

been cited from the SAT high school polls, because a person rn high 

school who was interested in mathematics or science would probably have 

said mathPmatics, or biology, or chemistry, or whatever, and would not 

have indicated education in the first place. 

have found in my experience that there has been no 

diminution ;11 nll in the quality of teacher trainees. Perhupi, we seem 

to qet: more dedicated persons cominq into teHchinq because, l would 

like to m,ike the statement that, in fact, these people who qo into 

teaching hnvP to learn both the subject Rrea, t.ak,~ a full major lfl 

that, and then, on tor of that, ;.idd to that the vHrimm aspects of the 

education col lateral, which nlso includes mathematics educat Hlfl and 

science education, and so on. 

Orw other cuncern I have if, indeed, the Cooperman proposal 

were ever to become a fact, is that I have read research which stated 

that the student teacher and the first-year teacher cominq into a 

school learn a great deal that b, different from what they learn at the 

college. One of the biqgest factors they learn is conformity in the 

schools themselves. They do not learn the kinds of t.hinqs WP try to 

teach hen', such as, varit!ly, developirui one's owri slylt!, IPad11m1 i11 

an ind iv 1 dua 1 manner. I have H feHr that 1 f an int~!rrn;lup is 

established whereby a teacher is placed Ill a school for a year under 

anyone's rJuidance, thAt. ttrnt would mean H kind of lenr11111q of 

conformity of the practices already in the schools which, accordrng t.o 

the Cooperman report, are admittedly quitf' bad. So, I don't u11cl!)rstnnd 

how this would really help the situation at all. 

That is really al I I have to say about lhe math educ at ion. 

If there are any particular questions, I w111 be happy to answer them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOHIA: Thank you very much. 

MR. ~~HITE: Barbara Tanis from Passaic County, n clcVisroom 

teacher. 

B A R B A R A T A N I 5: I would like lo thank you fur this 

opportunity to express a teacher's point of view on the cert1f1cat1on 
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11,irnP. l~y riame is llarhar,1 lrn1is of Pw,sa1c Counly. I am a classroom 

t,,,wlll'r ;111d Cliuiqwri,or1 ul 1111• N.JL/\ (;uvt!l'1t111cnt flPlc1licms Cornmdt.til'. 

Ld mP :;;iy r1ql1l up fro11t, r'11dorse passaLJl' of A-3851 and 

A-397ti. This Leqislal un· ha'., bef'n more than responsive in maintaining 

slrict ~:;tandc1rds rn UH' tPHchinq profess10n. 

I would 1rnnrJine that Uts<' b111s have been sparked by acllons 

com1nq out of lhP l)p,p,irtment of Educat1on reqarding the proposed 

cerLJf1u1tion chanqf!S, ai, well r1s the natiom:11 recommemlat1or1s in the 

"Nat 10n at Fl isk Report " This Lcc1islc1Lure is wise in not being too 

hasty to 3Ccerit every whim nml fancy, lwrause an c1qency says it. 's good. 

!\s .:i pract tl 1m1er 1n the clt1ssroom, I hcive grave concerns 

;1bnut IIH' Comrn1ssionrr's proqrrnn, particularly the provisions of t.he 

iril crn'.>hip proqrcim. 

Um, of the~ crn1cPpls to 111c1kc thP internship effectivP will 

cr1:ate a need for more teactnnq subsl 1tutes. We, 

alrP<'Hiy havP d1fficulty in employinq substitutes 

intcrr1ship proqrarn he conducted rn my school 

interrupt1nq the educational process? 

in Passaic County, 

I ask, how w111 an 

without totally 

It HflfJCFII'S to me lhuL srnce both the tloard of Education and 

the lloc1rrl of Hi qher [ducal ion adopted strict standards for tec1chers 

prPparnl ion, WP shouJrl Id I he col leqes handle teacher train1nq. 

Also, lwfrH'P any pfforts lo turn the new cert1ficat1Lm 

prucr'si-; upsidt) down, perhapi_; the newly aduptcd syslem should be q1ve11 a 

ctrnncr' tu wnrk. 

Anal her aspect. of U,r Cooperman plan that bothers me 1s the 

f8ct tlrnt there is no track record of its effectiveness. Certainly, I 

rncm, no offense to l hp Stntt: Department of lducat ion; hmvever, 1 t has 

not rnaint.ciinPrf a rilowrnq rPcord of implementat.1on in the field. How. 1 

ask, docs the Commissioner fel'l that 614 school rl1stricts can cerllfy 

Lcactwn; rn n consist £:r1t and adPqtrnte rnanrn~r? 

And, finally, should the Commissioner's plan move forward, it 

wi I I crPc1tP havoc ir1 urhan dislricU,. I lPc1ch in t.he Paterson School 

Dii,trict. Cnrnmiss10ner Cooperm,m's proµosal wil I be a disaster 111 our 

syst.Prn. 

1 tll'rJe you tn relense both of Uwsc b11ls for a full vote of 

tilr As~,crnb I y. Those ernployr'd in the t e;:ichinq profPssion deserve it. 
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Students altending our public schools deserve the passage of both of 

these bills. 

I nlso qave you a copy of NJlA's Lequ;J,1L1vl' 13ulletrn. IL 

states that the Governur's Mariaqement Improvement Panel has rPcommcnded 

cuts in Stnlf· aid to education of up Lo $7UU rnll l 1011 a year. lhe 

Governor calls for excellence in our schools, yet the report recommends 

cuts. How are the districts going lo fund Kean's proposal if the 

Panel's recommendations are also implemenlecP Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOHIA: Thank you very much. I Uunk the points 

you make are well Uiken, especially concerninq the Governor's 

Management rask Force, as well as the problems which presently exH,l, 

where a number of districts would each be setlHl(J my the.ir own system 

to try to set up certified teachers. That 1s one of the quest.ions 

we've asked. How can you set up a better system when yuu have 614 

different entities cominq up with their own criteria, or 1rnplerneritHHJ 

established criteria because, obviously, the el1rn1nat1on process would 

be different in every instance. So, we thank you. 

MH. WHITl: Is Michael Johnson here, from Camden County? 

M I C H A E L J O H N S O N: How do you do? My name rn Michael 

Johnson: I am a Uurd qrade teacher from Voorhee~, Township 1n Camden 

County, New Jersey. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you 

very much for nl lowing me to come here this everur,ri to speak Io you or, 

behalf of A-3974 and A-38)1. 

I have been a teacher for fourteen years. I am very pruud tu 

say I am an 1dementary school teacher, somrthinq that a lot of us very 

frequently tend to avoid. \then we are dealinq with a social s1tuc1tion, 

we kind of mutter what we do for a livinq. I initially beqan my tuqhcr 

educ at ion career, not on a career choice of my own, but on a career 

choice of my parents. They drcided thnt was qo1nq to become a 

veterinarian, and for two years I attended a private rnstilul1on where 

I dealt with felhw peers who were quite adept at requrqitatir,q any 

information thrown ;ct them. I then left that p.-H-ticular arpa and went 

.into, at my own choice, the realm of teach1nq. 

I went throuyh a four-year teacher educat 1or1 proqram at a New 

Jersey State college. I was very fortunate rn t errm, of beinq c.1ble to 

have pupil contact time from my sophomore year on. 1 had a pracl 1cal 
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experience in my junior year that was very similar to a student 

teaching experience in terms of its length, and in terms of the amount 

of pupil contact time that wHs requested of us. 

I am very much concerned with the Commissioner's proposal at 

this particular point. I am concerned because it has a tendency to 

look at children, very younq, very pliable minds, as a mere commodity, 

a machine into which information can be plugged by anyone. I find that 

totally reprehensible. It is impossible. 

I also have a concern for the quality of the profession, and 

I am not referring to those members of the profession who may come into 

UB via this program. I c1m concerned about those of us who are now in 

the profession ourselves. I would put to you, if I become one of the 

colleqial teachers, the intern persons's partner, am I then a master 

teacher, or, am I the teacher who gets the ax when my intern partner 

does not have a successful experience? Arn I, ultimately, the one to 

blame, so to speak? 

Alom-1 with being a third qrade teacher, I am one of the 

elected members of the New Jersey Education Association lo the National 

Erlucation Association as a State Board member. I find it very 

interest iny to listen lo a number of the comments that have been made 

here this evening, the most interesting of which is the concept of 

stat isl ics. I have tauqht for fourteen years. I have headed up an 

Educational Hesource Cent er out of southern New Jersey based upon 

Fedenil funds. I was the Chairperson of a Teacher Center that covered 

t:he six-county southern New Jersey region for four years, on Federal 

funds. I question the statistics that Assemblyman Doria brought up; I 

quest ion them because not once in my fourteen years of experience 

within this State has anyone ever asked me to lake a test to prove my 

inlel ligence or my competence and, quite frankly, I know of no other 

teacher in my experience in dealing with people all over the State, who 

has ever been asked the same. 

I applaud the Joint Cornrniltet~ for having hr'ld the foresicJht 

and the concern lo propose two bi 11s I feel will greatly enhance and 

reenforce educational quality within our State. Thank you, again, very 

much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you very much, and thank you for 

coming all the way up from Camden County. 
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MH. WHITE: Dr. Douqlas Usheroff from Bell Lobs. 

D R. D O U G L A S D. 0 S H E R O f r: I wish lo ttw11k t.he 

Committee for qivinq me the opporlumty to prc~;enl my views mi lh1f, 

matter here tocfay. I am a professiorrnl scrnnt ist, lhe head of lhe 

Solid Stale a11d Low Temperature Physics f<esearch D1~part111enl ,1l !Jell 

Labor at or 1es ~ however, I am hen' uf my ow11 Hccord, all(] l h11 v H'Wf, winch 

I express are simply rny own. I arn very ,nten!sLed u1 educaL iun. 

have spent 8 considerable amount of time qoir1q Hround to various K-12 

institutions here and qivinq demonstrat 1or1 lecltJrPS on pt1ys1cs to 

students all the way from 4radP six throuqh h1qh school. I ri add 1 I I on 

to my recru1t1r1q activities, have kept 111 Louch vii tt1 lhc 

u11derqradualc' a11d qrc1duate physics studer1ts lll var1rn1~; coll,~qc•'.; ;,.md 

universllies throuqhoul this country. 

It 1s my observation, and cPrlainly 0111\ lhc1L tws IJPcn mad1, 

rather succinctly today, that lhPre 1s a com,Hierable need Lo 1rnµrove 

the education and traininq of our sc1eritists rn U1P Unitr'd Stales 

today. I think a st.al ist 1c which I founrl very recently which porn ls 

this out quitP well is the fact thc1t in 1982, rn t.tw r,r1ter111q qrr1duutc 

class in physics in this country 4U'.'b of the entcri11q qniclualc 

students were from foreiqn countries, that t~,. rouqhly h;:-df of the 

graduate students in physics in this country today do not ren~1ve U1e1r 

secondary educc1tion 111 ttw Urutcd Stat.es. thtnk th,~; nurnticr ha~; bcPn 

rising and, at the same t1me, the number of sludenL:; who have been 

bikinq physics and mathmnatics in the hiqh "chuol" liw; br:1·11 clropp111q tn 

rather consistent accord. 

1 think lhe reason for U11s is twofold. One rPason is that 

the students, for one reason or another, are not bot her i.nq Lo qel Uic 

necessary lrmninq they need so UH•y can compete w1th lhe foreiqn 

students who are cominq rn and L, '<i.nq their places Hl the urnversll 1es 

today. T hP second rec1sor1 is t hal frequently the t eHct1e rn s i rnp I y do nol 

have the rnformal iun to qi ve them. The tra1ninq lhr·!y are rcce1v1nq 1s 

inadequate. l would submit that. c1t l cn~;l u1 L he sc 1 er 1cri arid 

mathemt.1tic~, fll~lds, the prime prerequisite for an Pducator 1~; that he 

must know 111~; sub,icct matter. Not only 1'., tilt~, important bPC3USfJ 

without knowing the c;ubject matter he cm111ot transmit 1L Lo L11e 

students, but when f>lud,'.nts ask questions. deep and thouqhtful 
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quest ions, and they do not rece1 ve adequate answers for those 

riuestions, I think the students' interest in the course is diminished 

and the population of students who enroll in that course drops, and I 

think this has happened rather consistently tt1rouqhout our schools. 

The answer to the current shortage of science educators in 

this country must come, and to a large extent is coming, from people 

outside the teach1nq profession. As we have seen today, there are 

simply not enouqh teachers in the pipeline to fill positions which are 

av.illable today. There is a hackJoq, because there is a considerable 

number of teachers who are teachinq physics, science and mathematics 

rourses who really do not have t.he background, or who are not qualified 

lo Lr-c1ch thesf! courses. So, 1f we were to try al this time lo remedy 

I he i;ituat ion, we would simply nol have the people, the manpower 

avai I able. I think it is certainly true rn my experience, and I 

believe in the experience of other people here, that a larqe number of 

lhc people who end up leaching science and mathematics in high schools 

receive their lra1ninq outside the normal teacher education curricula. 

I recall that t.he best science teacher I had in high school 

was one who had started ouL as a graduate student in chemistry, but who 

dee i ded eventually, bpcause he was mnrr ied and ran out of money and 

ttnnqs, Urnt he would leach hiqh school. He was a very animated, very 

dedicated teacher. I don't know at what point he learned how lo teach, 

but I wi 11 subrnit that virtually every person who qraduates in physics, 

with a H.S. deqree in physics in this country, the very next year after 

he is graduated he st arts teaching as 8 teaching assistant, rather 

unsupervised, in our colleqes and universities, teaching undergraduates 

who themse 1 ves have just qraduated from high school. I would submit 

Urnt somP of them are very excellent teachers, and some of them are not 

very excellent teachers. 

But. the pujnl. is, I lhink there is a large number of people 

who are potentially good teachers, who are out there, ,md who would 

like to have ttw opportunity t.o teach. If the Cooperman proposal were 

to be enacted, I think at. leasl a significant number of these people 

who are reluctant lo join the teachinq profession because of the 

difficulties they would have obtaining the leaching credentials, would 

do so. I 8lso submit. that this type of funneling of people from 
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outside the teaching profession into the leachinq profRssion rn \ tie 

sciences and mathematics is qoinq on anywny. HS is quite cl1~c.1rly 

pointed out in the Cooperman proposa 1, rmd lJwl what the Cooperman 

proposal tends to do, is to formalize Uw process whereby thr-sc· people 

are accepted and given accreditation as teHchers Hl thrn State. 

I think, given the fHct that thP hour is qelt111q l;itf), 1f 

Hnyone hHs any questions I would be happy lo answer them, but I.ha\ JS 

basically what I had to state today. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GAHVIN: I just hHvc one positive thrnq to 

say. I had the opportunity to review and visit the science proqram you 

have in PlHinfield. I commend you arid your company for 1t. J wish 

Dr. Coopermnn would look at thc1t rroqram. what it ii, dninq rn mr1lh rind 

science, and perhaps recommend fundu1q fnr pi Jol proqrarm; l1k1~ \ hril u11 

a statewide basis. It is a marvelous proqrnm. I t tnnk it is I.hose' 

kinds of experiences in the science area that are very pos1t1ve. 

wonder why Uwy were not looked at cine! expanded on, bec;rnsP they are 

qood. Aqain, I want to commend you and ymir company for Urnt proqram. 

IJR. OSHEROFF: Thank you very much. If thP StatP wc1nts to 

qive us money to carry on our work-- (laughter) l should point out 

that this is. I believe, c:1 very complex problem. There 1s no siriq]e 

Hnswer to it. I believe, pc1rllcularly 1r1 U1e math and sc1e11ce areHs. 

that thP Cooperman proposal is orm rather 1mpurt unt step. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: 1 do not thrnk then! 1s much d1sw1reemerll 

i11 the math and sc1encP areas, mc1ybe urily about l1uw it would ht· put 

together. I think that 1s an area where expt:r uner1tat1or1 can uccur, 

bec,rnse of the problems that do exist. I do r10t think WP should 

experiment with other µroqrams that are doing well. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN That's r1qht. 

ASSEMBLYMAN IJURIA: I L.'lllk that is where the difference 1s 

where there is 8 nend, 8nd wherP thPrP isn't a need. I think a lot 

of people arP concerned thHt we an~ try 1 nq lo "LH t e off rnore than we 

c,m chew" 81 tht· present t 1me. 

OIL DSHEfWFF: I would submit that tt1e Cooperman proposal 

doesn't necessarily mHndate that teachers havP Lo IJ1· drawn fru111 uulsidt) 

the teachinq profes~,iuri ranks. I very much doubt. thnt a larqe scqment 

of the teachers. particularly for tile qr,ide schools. would lJr, dr.iw11 

from outside the profession,,' r,mks. 
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ASSlMBL YMAN DOR IA: 

the problem. 

8ut, he doesn't say that; see, this is 

DR. 0SHER0FF: I have listened to speaker after speaker, 

speaking today about problems they foresee might occur if the Cooperman 

pror,osal were to be implemented. However, I submit that this 1s, in 

focl, u proqrarn which has not been completely formulated yet, and I do 

not see any reason why the Legislature couldn't qo back next year, or 

the yPar after, and look back at this program and say it has either 

worked or it hasn't worked. But, at this point, to not give it a 

chance, I t.hink, is in a real sense actually doing another experiment, 

that. is, you're say1r1g, "Well, we don't want to change the system. We 

don't really know what is out there. lfo don't know how well the 

Cooperman proposal will work, but we really do not want to try it." 

ASSEMRLYMAN DORIA: Let me just say, the problem is that the 

Leqislature could not qo back after two or three years and change the 

teacher certification system in existence al that time, unless we, by 

Jr1w, made new reriulat10ns to change what existed. We do not ha-ve 

control over the State Board of Education, or over the regulations for 

certificat10n. We can only qet it by doing exactly what we have done 

here, and that is by making regulations law. That is one of the 

problems. 

The second problem is that, as you 

rroposal is one that is riot completely developed. 

say, the Cooperman 

I think what we ha-ve 

asked for is for it to be completely developed, and for some specifics 

of the proposal to be gi-ven to us, so we can determine how successful 

it can be. I don't think anyone would have objected to a pilot program 

in one or two areas I ike math or science, which would al low for the 

kinks to be which would allow us to determine what kinks existed in 

the system, and try to straighten them out. However, what has happened 

1s, we ;.ire qoinq i.n arid we are qo1ng to do everything at one time, and 

I don't think you as H scientist, or we HS politicians, believe that 

you can chan9e everylhinq immediately and not completely destroy the 

system. You have tu maintain some of the past, take what is good from 

the past, and develop something good in the future, and then tie it 

together through some trial and error. 
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DR. OSHEROFF: Well, I would simply like to end by saying, I 

really do not see that this proqram would have an enormous immediate 

impact on the teaching profession in the Stale. The reason is that the 

number of new teachers who are hired every year is not a great number, 

and I think the number of people who would come into the profession 

based on the Cooperman proposal that would not be coming in otherwise, 

would, in fact, be quite small. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: 

majors are by some magic more-

support--

Are you sayinq that non-education 

What are you saying? Undoubtedly, you 

UH. OSHEROFF: (interrupting) I think there are some good 

teachers out there who maybe do not even know il. I think there are 

good teachers, and there are bad teachers, and I Unnk a lot of it has 

to do with your personality, how you relate to people, commitment, and 

things like that. Some of these people, I think, would--

ASSEMBLYMAN UDR IA: You mean, it is just like scientists; 

there are some good scientists, and some bad scientisls, or good 

lawyers and bad lawyers. Is that what you're saying? 

DR. OSHERDFF: I think there is a lot of truth to lhat. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: That's human nature, unfortunately. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: You know, I think it is unfortunate 

that this had to come, the Cooperman proposal. I just don't think the 

proposal took in all the variables that exist in the entire system we 

call "learning." I think it was developed in a vacuum, it is being 

supported in a vacuum and, with due respect to your intelligence, and 

to the intelligence of a lot of the people that have come before this 

Committee, I'm sorry to say that many of you have not been into school 

systems to understand all the variables that exist in our schools 

today, sir. Believe me, if you cleal with lhP- total picture, you too 

will question a proposal as extensive as this. And, you know, it's 

interesting, maybe some of the AT & T -- I respect your company because 

of what you are doinq in Plainfield, and maybe we should invite them lo 

spend a day in a few schools. I'm serious. I mean, I think a lot of 

the people who have come before us supporlinq the proposal have not 

been in the school systems for a period of time, and maybe that 1s the 

omission. Maybe we should arrange that, because we are not aqainst 
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reform; we are not against excellence in education. You would have to 

know our history to understand that, but this Cooperman proposal is 

like a piece of cement, and nothing, honey, is made of cement in 

Trenton. (laughter) 

DR. OSHEROFF: I now appreciate the rather irrevocable nature 

of this proposal once it is implemented. However, I would like to 

submit that, in fact, I did spend twelve long years going through 

puh 1 ic education, and I think I really know quite well. I do not 

believe things have really changed substantially from the way they 

were and, as I indicated, the best teachers I had when I was growing up 

going through high school, were people who had actually come rather 

separately into the teaching profession. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you. 

DR. OSHEROFF: Thank you very much. 

MR. WHITE: Gertrude Clarke, teacher. 

GERTRUDE CLARKE: It seems to me there was a song one time 

about the numbers dwindling down, or whatever. Well, I thank you for 

allowing me the opportunity to speak with you this evening. I come as 

a teacher, with thirty years of teaching experience in the State of New 

Jersey. My field is physics, but I think I can speak -- and I am 

speaking for myself -- in an across-the-board fashion, which is clearly 

what would better serve your interests. 

Although I have been a very active member of the New Jersey 

Science Teachers' Association in a variety of ways, have been the Vice 

President and the President for a couple of years of the American 

Association of Physics Teachers in New Jersey, now represent all the 

physics professors and high school physics teachers from the State of 

New Jersey in the national organization, and have also, myself, 

produced and directed, and still direct that is, a New Jersey Business 

Industry Science Education Consortium that is involved in 

across-the-board "K" through 12 changes for the betterment of 

education, I speak not for any of those groups, but rather for myself. 

I will make one other point, and I do this not in a laudatory tone, but 

to clarify the air, for whatever reason, Princeton University, a few 

years ago, selected me as the recipient of the Princeton University's 

prize for distinguished teaching in the State of New Jersey. I say 
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that only because out of all the education courses I had, both as a 

bachelor student and as a master's degree i11 scimn:u educaliun, and nuw 

finishing up a Ph.D. in radiation physics, in all of those education 

courses, I think I can count probably two that had any real direct 

bearing on the quality of my teaching. 

Furthermore, I have asked many colleagues with whom I deal 

daily, and at professional meetings all over the country, how valid, 

how valuable were your education courses? I surmise that probably well 

over 90% of them remarked without hesitation, "Almost no good." Now, I 

say this with some care, because I realize there are schools of 

education in this State that have members who work assiduously toward 

trying to train teachers in a much more effective and efficient way, 

and I think perhaps too, some of the things they try to teach are well 

worth learning. But, if you look at some of the people who are 

teaching these courses, if you evaluate those teachers, you say to 

yourself, "You cannot give what you do not have," and many of them do 

not have what they should be giving to other people. The same is true, 

of course, of teaching at any level. You cannot give what you do not 

have. 

So, if you don't go to the teaching profession at any level 

with a very strong background of the material you are about to teach, 

you might as well go someplace else and do something else, because 

otherwise you are jeopardizing the life framework of our State and, of 

course, also our nation. 

So, I start first of all by saying that in my own view, and 

in the view of the few people I have polled, the caliber of the content 

of the courses that are now being offered in the State of New Jersey, 

in the education courses, is not worth the paper that those courses are 

printed on. As I say, I sort of apologize to the people in the 

audience who may devote many long hours to that particular thing, but 

that's a personal opinion, as I mentioned before. 

In terms of these particular bills, which I looked at, and I 

must say I confess to having heard of this hearing late Friday 

afternoon and was working myself in a laboratory most of the weekend, 

so I haven't had a chance to prepare this as I would normally have 

prepared it when I huve been asked, for instance, by the National 
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Executor of the National Science Teachers' Association to give talks in 

New York and various other places in the country about the quality of 

education. So, I do not have at my fingertips, or at my lips, the 

figures that I might like to have. But, most of them are clearly 

available from many sources, and I notice a gentleman this evening 

gave you a copy of some of the latest statistics with regard to math 

and science. So, I don't think I need to go through that. But, as I 

lonk at the bi Us themselves, and in particular I will start with 

A-3851, I do not see the need to spend $75,000 and a long time, by 

another group, to try to evaluate all that has already been said and 

printed. I think that any intelligent person, and all of those of you 

in the Legislature among them, can digest that within two or three 

weeks, or a month tops, and not at a cost of $75,000. I guess you 

probably heard at one point that ideomatic expression, "A camel is a 

horse put together by committee." Well, it seems to me this is a case 

where if you have too many committees, and you look over another 

committee's work, there is a time factor that is a waste, and a 

financial factor that is a waste as well. 

I also noted in that particular bill that out of the 

thirty-five, and now I hear this evening thirty-six, proposed members 

to constitute that group, there are really only five teachers, 

classroom teachers from "K" to twelve. That is one-seventh of the 

entire group. That reminds me of a comment made earlier this evening 

about the poor regard for teachers. If there is only one-seventh of 

the whole group to be teachers, and you are dealing with the topic of 

trying to assess how good or bad education is, then I think perhaps my 

advice would be that there should be a greater percentage in that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I would just like to comment that under 

the Commissioner's plan, there wasn't one teacher involved. 

MS. CLARKE: I realize that, and I think that was a direct 

fault, absolutely. This is an improvement, but my suggestion is that 

it still needs expansion -- that particular thing. 

With respect to the other bill, which is the one that most 

people have been concerned with this evening, there are many things 

about this bill that I think are very good. Actually, if, as someone 

mentioned earlier -- if those changes that were brought about by the 
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August, 1982 law had been implemented, we would be in much better shape 

now, and I'm sure you agree. However, I don't think that this bill 

itself goes that much further, makes a much more significant step, than 

what Cooperman's proposal does. I mrrnn, therP ;:ire a few variations, 

but in the main it doesn't seem to me that there are large enough 

significant differences. Sure, there is a little difference in the 

average that a teacher should earn, but there are some other things in 

here that to me also are vagaries, if you will. You see, as I said 

before, you can't teach what you don't have. My thought was that first 

of all you need a firm foundation in the subject material. 

When we go to physicians, we pick, you know, if we have a 

heart problem, we go to a cardiologist, and if we have a liver problem, 

we go to someone who is an internist, or something of that sort. Why 

don't we have specialists "K" through twelve? If you want a child to 

learn how to read, why don't you have that child go to a reading 

specialist, not some person who in an elementary school is expected to 

know reading, writing and arithmatic, mathematics, social studies, and 

even driver education practically these days? My point being, it would 

seem to me that within the framework of that last 1982 proposal, there 

could be much that could be done, you know, that would not necessitate 

going to the step of having this extra bill. 

In general though what I'm saying, and I'm sorry to say this 

is not my usual form of presentation, since I would probably have at my 

disposal some facts and figures to substantiate what I'm saying, but my 

overall feeling on these two bills is that they are not necessary, that 

two things can be accomplished that will cause considerable improvement 

in the drastic situation of education in this State, as well as in the 

nation. Here in this State, the two things that can be done have 

already been outlined. One is the bill that has already been passed in 

1982, which needs implementation, and the other I think are many -- not 

all, but many -- of the proposals that Commissioner Cooperman has 

espoused. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I just want to clarify. There was not a 

bill passed in 1982; those were regulations passed by the State Board 

of Education. 

MS. CLARKE: o:,, regulations, I'm sorry. Thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: And, my bill, A-3974, basically are those 

regulations put into law. Cooperman' s proposals are very different 

than either the bill or the regulations that were passed. 

MS. CLARKE: Well, yes, I think there are a lot of 

differences, but I think fundamentally what Cooperman has in his report 

-- it seems that would adequately cover what needs to be done, with 

some massaging. I mean, I do not agree with every single point he 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I think he is going to have to go to a 

massage parlor to massage it enough. (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Is there anything worth teaching 

future physics teachers? Do you see physics teachers needing any other 

courses or skills to teach physics? 

MS. CLARKE: Than just a physics major? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Yes. 

MS. CLARKE: Yes, I do. I don't think that just being a 

physics major or just being a mathematics major makes you a good 

teacher, by no means. As a matter of fact, on the contrary, if you had 

very little substitive background knowledge, and you had a host of 

excellent skills, that will not do the trick either. You have to 

interdigitate in a blend, which is very, very hard to achieve, and add 

a mixture of a sound, thorough understanding of your subject matter 

and, also, a knowledge of children. Now, that knowledge of children 

can come to you in a variety of ways, and in different kinds of time 

scales, and for different people it does. I just don't think that one 

needs to wade through an awful lot of courses, if you can get the same 

material in much less time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you. 

MS. CLARKE: You're welcome. 

MR. WHITE: Ken Lyons. 

KEN LYONS: I also have a prepared statement which I intend to 

read tonight, which I believe you all have copies of over there. First 

of all, I would like to thank you all for this opportunity to discuss 

this proposed legislation. 
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As a research scientist active 1n industry for over ten 

years, I have a lonq-standing interest in our public school system. I 

have done curriculum development work in thL "K" through eight levels, 

and I belong to a group of more than fifty industrial scientists and 

engineers who have been organized a year now, for the purpose of 

assisting science programs in the local schools. Our group has spent 

considerable effort, in cooperation with a number of excellent science 

teachers, in identifying the needs of the local science programs. The 

result of these discussions may be summarized as fol lows, and I would 

like to emphasize here that these remarks relate to all areas, not only 

to math and science. 

The most fundamental need in our schools is to attract the 

most competent people possible to the teaching profession. It is clear 

that this requires three things: 

1. A substantial increase in salary, both for starting 

teachers and for established ones who meet reasonable requirements of 

competence; 

2. Opportunities for continued professional growth of 

teachers in their selective subject areas, along with development of a 

feeling of professional pride by rewarding excellence; and, 

3. An immediate change in certification requirements to 

allow the tapping of the large reservoir of qualified people who at 

present cannot teach in our public schools due to the inflexibility of 

the present requirements. 

The first two of these three are necessary components of any 

reform program if the last is to be effective. When a person with 

equivalent training can command almost twice the salary in industry 

as he or she can in teaching, it will clearly not be possible to hold 

consistently the best people in the educ at ion al profession. This is 

not to say that competent teachers are not present in our system. They 

are. However, the dedicated and committed teachers are there in spite 

of the salary problems and certification requirements not because of 

them. 

I would like to depart at this point from what is in my text 

to respond to a comment that was made earlier this evening. It is true 

that the teachers of fi f::.een years ago are, in many cases, st i 11 in the 
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schools, and it is a good thing because we have not produced too many 

in recent years. Therein 1 ies the problem. 

The shortage of qualified teachers in crucial areas is 

well-known. For example, when the teacher of an advanced physics class 

recently resigned from Scotch Plains, no replacement could be found at 

all. When one member of our group, a professional scientist, offered 

her time during the day to teach that class, there was no mechanism for 

her t0 do so, even acting as an assistant to another teacher, which she 

also offered to do. I would like to comment that that is not a 

gerrymandered statistic; that is an actual experience. 

This experience highlights the need for a change in the 

certification procedure. Even if salary incentives are increased, 

there would be a lag time of several years before the effect would be 

felt in the college graduating classes. However, the current shortage 

could easily be eliminated by opening certification to qualified people 

with appropriate safeguards built in to ensure that these people 

receive training in educational methods as well. 

Governor Kean and our State Department of Education have 

recently taken the initiative to cure these obvious problems, by 

actions along the exact lines outlined above, namely increasing 

salaries, rewarding excellence in teaching, and liberalizing 

certification procedures. The two bills under consideration here would 

block or delay these much needed reforms. One of them explicitly 

forbids the proposed 

needed to alleviate 

change in 

the present 

certification procedures so 

shortage, while the other 

sorely 

would 

institute a delay, as yet another "study group" is formed to examine 

the conclusions of other study groups and committees. In other words, 

a committee charged with putting together a camel, to draw upon the 

analogy which Gert Clarke used in the last talk. Heaven help us. 

I submit to you that either of these proposals is detrimental 

to the interest of our public schools and the children who attend 

them. I urge that these bills be defeated in order that we may make 

New Jersey schools an example of excellence for the rest of the nation 

to follow. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you. 
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MR. WHllE: Is there imyone else in the audience who has nut 

been called on this eveniny? 

FROM AUDIENCE: 

registered. 

I would like to testify, but I haven't 

MR. WHITE: Fine. 

J E A N I N E la R U E: Good evening. When we first came here, I 

said good afternoon, and now it is almost good night. I want to first 

thank the Committee for having the hearing scheduled at a time at which 

teachers could make it. As you will note on the list, we had several 

teachers scheduled to speak, but some of them were called away to 

meetings and could not make it. 

I heard Assemblyman Doria mention the letters that are coming 

in against the bill, and we need people to write. I would just like to 

alert Assemblywoman Garvin and Assemblyman Doria that about three weeks 

ago, the NJEA did call a meeting of about fifty local leaders, teachers 

from throughout the State, to come into Trenton to discuss A-3974, 

A-3851 and the Cooperman plan. 

What the teachers did that day was give up an entire 

afternoon to discuss the bills and to discuss the Cooperman plan. They 

were very, 

internship, 

legislation. 

very dissatisfied with many of the provisions with the 

and very excited about what is being proposed in the 

The thing they were concerned about most was that the 

strict standards that were put in place two years ago, finally adopted 

last year to start this year -- that we would see some kind of 

implementation. The areas, for the record, that the fifty educators 

who came into Trenton were most concerned about were requirements for 

child and adolescent development, individual differences, testing and 

measurements and the very relevant question of urban education. That 

was a major, major concern amonq our educators, especially with the 

bilingual programs. 

The teacrers also felt it takes much, much more than having 

an Einstein intellectual to deal with children in the public schools. 

One of the things I haven't heard mentioned a lot about today, ~nd I 

just want to make tl1e point, is that we are talking about certification 

of people who are going into public school systems. There is a very, 

very big difference wlien you are dealing with the public schools. The 
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public schools cannot select their clientele; they must deal with every 

single person who wants to get an education, if they cannot afford to 

go to a private school. 

We have talked to the Commissioner about the internship. We 

feel it is just much, much too broad based to start out "K" to twelve, 

to start out on every single 

internship to the Commissioner, 

yet on this area. We proposed 

subject level. 

but we haven't 

that perhaps he 

We 

heard 

could 

have proposed an 

anything from him 

bring the interns 

month of July, the 

entire month of August, and train them how to teach, just train them in 

the art of teaching, and then in September, the five-day orientation 

would help them learn where the bathrooms are, it would help them find 

out where the faculty room is, but they would not learn how to deal 

with children. We have not heard anything from him yet. 

into the schools, or into the districts the entire 

Finally, I should hope, and NJEA has voiced this and the 

teachers have voiced this -- that during this open debate, and we have 

heard the Board of Higher Education say, "Yes, we endorse an open 

debate on certification." We are hearing the Commissioner say that, 

and the Board of Education say it, and we heard it here today with this 

Committee. During this debate, we hope that parents, Board members and 

local officials will find out what the Cooperman proposal really, 

really is, because we have heard many liberal arts graduates come here 

today and discuss how you can do it in the schoo 1 system. We' re 

finding out, and many of our educators will stand up and tell you, that 

it takes a lot more than the subject matter. The real world is there 

in the classrooms, and a lot of people just won't be able to cut the 

mustard. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: 

wrap-up comments? ( no response) 

Dean Esposito, would you have any 

If not, we would like to go home. 

We would just like to thank you and the members of your staff here who 

made this al 1 possible. Hopefully, at some point there will be a 

meeting of the minds. I think that is what we are all about. 

I would just l.ike to make this comment. Our Commissioner 

presently has the powers that he exercised when he put in the new 

rules. They have not been monitored yet, even though they were 
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supposed to be in ~ffprt September 1. I think if we are talking about 

a curriculum for leHchimJ i;ctmols, till' LurnrnlDt,irnmr h.is lhP power 

presently to recommend curriculum, but I see the Commissioner not using 

the power he has, to do, perhaps, what he really wants to do. When I 

read the report of the Management Improvement P Ian that the Governor 

presented to him, I just became more confused because we are talking 

about less money, we' re talking about a very confused reform 

possibility, and I really do not fully understand. I think lhal with 

all the studies they have done in other states, how unfortunate that we 

have had a study for this State done in a closet without anyone's 

involvement. That is what my study commission is about, hopefully, to 

involve the pf:ople who are going to be affected, who are going to be 

responsible for implementing any proposal that comes from the 

Commissioner's office. 

Again, I would like to thank you very much for the use of 

your facilities. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you very much, Mildred. I would 

just like to close by saying that many people define politics as the 

art of the impossible, and define it as an art that requires a great 

deal of compromise. What we are saying here this evening, I think, is 

that there is a need to look at the proposals presented by the 

Commissioner of Education which did not provide for any input from the 

various constituencies that were directly impacted by these proposals. 

There is a need to look at these proposals and determine how effective 

they can be to improve the quality of education in the State. 

There is an underlying presumption, as I see it, under these 

proposals that anyone with a liberal arts major has a better knowledge 

and has better ski 11 at teaching than anyone who has an education 

degree. I do not think that presumption or hypothesis is necessarily a 

valid one. I think, rather, that there is some valid presentation of 

the fact that individuals who have liberal arts degrees can become 

teachers in specific areas, and there might be needs for them, such as 

math and science, but I do not think our changing of the entire system 

at this point, for the sake of change, is necessary. This is an 

alternative proposal we are told, but yet it 1s never clearly stated 

that this is meant b .:mly serve a small group, that it is there to 
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serve the needs of maybe a few people. It is said to be for people 

with experience, but yet the proposal doesn't say you have to wait five 

or ten years to take advantage of the proposal. 

There are a lot of problems which have come up such as these, 

which I think have to be answered. These hearings are meant to present 

this information to the public, and to have the public present 

in format ion to us, and then to take all the information given and give 

it to the Commissioner and the State Board of Education, and say, 

"Here, this is what the people think. There are people who are very 

much for it; there are people very much against it, and there are those 

people who are trying to deal with it in a very practical sense, who 

say, 'What are the best parts of the proposal? How can it help the 

State of New Jersey, and how can we effectively develop the proposal to 

allow it to meet some needs such as math and science, while at the same 

time, not gut ting the entire present teacher education system, and 

really undercutting all the teachers who are presently in the 

classrooms?'" 

We cannot allow that to take place. I'm very happy we had 

the opportunity to be here tonight. I want to thank Mildred for her 

suggestion to have this hearing, because I think it was an excellent 

suggest ion. I want to thank our Commit tee Aides, Kathy Fazzari and 

John White, and the ladies who recorded the hearing. I want to thank 

Fred, who represents the minority here. We are going to have at least 

one other hearing in the southern part of the State, to get the 

viewpoints of the teachers and the people there. It will be in the 

evening, and hopefully then we will have all of this to present to the 

Commissioner. We are not here as adversaries of the Commissioner. We 

are not here as opponents. We are not here as Republicans or 

Democrats. We are here as people who are interested in education. 

What we are saying is, we have to come up with the best solution for 

the State of New Jersey. But, don't degrade teaching, don't degrade 

teachers, don't go to the newspapers and use every ploy possible to 

make it look as if the present system is bad, and the new system is 

going to be a panacea for all problems, and that once that new system 

is put in, we wi 11 have the best of all possible worlds. No, that's 

not it. But, we are trying to find a system that is going to benefit 

all the children in the State of New Jersey. 
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I want to thank you all, and thank Dean Esposito for his 

cooperation, and all the staff here at Kean College. Hopefully, we 

will be able to come up with a solution that wi 11 benefit everybody. 

Thank you. 

(HEARING OJNCLUDED) 
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On behalf of the faculty of the Kean ColleP,e School 
of F.ducation I want to welcome you to our ca.!"lpus. We 
are pleased that you have chosen our colle~e as a site 
for your hearings on Assembly Bills 3974 and 3851. 

The Kean College faculty is very supportive of 
the active role taken by the members of these committees 
in raising questions about the poorly conceived proposal 
of Commissioner Cooperman for an alternative route to 
certification. The fear alw~vs exists in the education 
community that the State Department of Education is not 
interested in solicitin~ the opinions of those educators 
who have spent their professional careers training 
teachers. 

Unfortunately, the Department of Education did not 
seek professional and community input before submitting 
the proposal. No state college or university deans were 
consulted prior to the announcement of the nlan. Since 
the announcement, the Department has devalued as self
serving the views of the deans or college faculty members. 
It also appears that no classroom teachers vere consulted 
in the development of the plan. By deliberately takin~ 
an "I know best" role, the Department ma.de tvo assumptions: 

1. That the deans would oppose 
the cha.n~e because of their 
vested interest. 

2. That the best route for 
certification reform is throu~h 
the creation of conflict bet
ween districts and colle~es 
over control of teacher education. 

Both assumptions ere ·~accurate. Deans have exnressed 
dis-satisfaction with the course countinP. transcript eval11a.tions 
approach to certification for yea.rs. (:qmnla.ints a.bout this 
system usua.l;y feJl on deaf ea.rs in thi> nenartment of Frluc:-ation. 
The transcript eva.1 uation approach n.l lnwn stwlents to a.ccnmulate 
credits from sever11.l institutions, thereby avoicUnr, the usually 
much more rirorous route of completjon or a State and NASDT::::c 
approved college pro~ram. 
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I believe that you will find that the Deans and 
faculty of the Schools of Education will sunport - and 
initiate - proposals for reform. The Commissioner has 
badly underestimated this p;roup. 

Of course, Deans and faculty are opposed to this 
particular proposal. It is replete with exaggerations, 
illoeical assumptions and inaccurately presented 
information. On the second assumption - that certification 
r~form is best achieved throuP,h creation of conflict 
between concerned parties, the Commissioner is again 
mi.stnken. The collep:es look forward to reform proposals 
which will call for new ways of joint colle,:r,e-district 
traininp: and supervision of prospective teachers. We 
will not retaliate to his incessant criticisims of 
Schools of Fducation by attackinP, the capabilities of 
local districts. I believe that we can create ,joint 
coller;e-district tro.ininp; programs and, at Kean Collep:e 
we will make some initiatives in this area. I also want 
to point out that Kean College is now nreparinr; a.n 
institutional response to the Cooperman plan. 

I would like to comment on the two bills now 
under consideration by these committees. 

Assembly Bill 3851 would create a commission to 
study education in New ,Tersey. I heartily endorse this 
bill and J hope the Commissioner will reconsider his 
apparent onosition. The proposed commission will be 
able to illuminate many of the problems of imap:e, 
funding, and bureaucracy which now handicap educational 
prop;rams. 

Assembly Bill 3971, reaffirms the intent of the 
1-!i:i.imum Standards. While T have misp;i vinp;s about 
lep-islatinP. curricular and academic standards I can 
understand the reasoninP, of the pronosers of this 
bi.ll. The C:ommissioner :is proposinr: an ttl ternR.te 
plan which will, if adopted as SURP,ested, undermine 
the enrollments of underP,raduate teacher education 
programs before we have time to see the impact of 
the new standards. 
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I believe that few students will opt for the far 
more rip;orous programs offered by collep;es under the 
just implemented new rlinimum Standards when given the 
option of emuloyrnent after only takinp; a sub,1ect matter 
test. Although the Cooperman alternate route has heen 
trumpeted as a. means of brinp;ing great talent into 
the classroom the sad fa.ct remains that it wilJ lower 
standards for entry into the urofession. One mig~ 
even argue that it will eliminate the career of tea.chini;,; 
as a profession. For these reasons, T commend the 
legislature for their vigilance and for their concern 
that the vast curriculum overhaul of the pa.st two 
years not be undermined and destroyed. 

Let me close by sayinp; that the problems besettinp; 
teachers today a.re comulex. They cannot be hlamed 
solely - or primarily - on the courses prospective 
teachers are asked to take. Bear i.n mind 'that the new 
Minimum Standards allow for a professional education 
major of only 30 s.h. and more than half of the '30 s.h. 
will be ta.ken u-ri by field exneriences. 'I'he so-called 
"weak and frivolous" educational curriculum and methods 
courses will only amount to no more than four three
credit courses. 

As we responded favorably in the past to the call 
for hipher standards, we are also willinp to rethink 
our present programs. However, that process should be 
cooperative and based on sound information and ,1udp:ment. 
Tt should not be a process of conflict, innuendo and 
hostile disreP,ard for the opinions of colleP,e faculty 
and public school teachers. We are not the enemy as 
conceived by the Commissioner. But neither will ve 
stand idly l,y as he criticizes Schools of l\ducation 
for the pa.st fn.il ures of his own depn.rtrnent. 

We do, in fA.ct, look forwA.rd to thP further 
improvements in the trainin~ of teachers, and in the 
raisin~ of th,:>.ir pay and status in society. We wU l 
work closely ~ith you in promotin~ rains in thesP 
areas. By buildinp: professional coaJ-Jt"inns fnr 
providin~ other alternative nlans to the state hnard 
legislature and governor, we hope to nlace the ernnhasis 
on constructiv,,., chanp;e and well thourht out al ternative:s 
to the present S,\< ;".em of certification. 'l'he sti1dents 
in our schools and cr11ep:es require no less thnn the best 
we can provide. 
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r i1P 
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l /,,. 
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11 l 

! ( r·i·:,• 
l' / 1 , , • • i 1 1: r : j l i c;) t i () t 1 i' 1 '· 111 ,:, :il. · 

,1:; :, l,,. l,· .. ,k: ,:1 l t pl:1y a m,1)or r r, 1, I :1 

1s accu,.1:_,•Jy c1,:11111u11i.c,1ted and u11ri•· t , 11 ,,1. 

to you, " ' people is ;1:~ fol]c,1.;s: 
L }i i S g f"C)U p Of ½.._e \' 

..... __ -------·--
-·- --------.,------

LL·nt•ify .1t ]p,.,;t !iv,• !ndlvi,!11:i)--; wl!l1i11 ,P11r ,r,·,\ wli()tn 

•111 fePl li;1v,• ;111 i1,1,•r,•:;t in i;.,11r"''illi' ;1,1hli: ,,,\,,, .1tinn. 

:1,- i11di•,1id11al, 111.l\' he· ,,,•11· .. 1! .1riri:!11i•1tr:111,1 :e1,h,•rs, 

,,.-ii ]e:td1 1 r::;, hu~;_i11t':1 r1'/'l1", 1 r1t •-1tive~~, i·,;1rt~111•: nnt> .. 

J' 11,·:it ta:,;p:ivt•r•;, ,·tc. II,,w,'\•1·1 1 1.l1t•v ::!1rnild i,,. :,:r·nt.1fied 

I, 1 , , t • d , 1 n y rn 1 r f e, · I i n) ', t h :1 t t l , t · '.' w c11 il d b c s 11 p I' or· 1 v ,_. of 

rl11• c·pr,ific1tion pr,•posal ;1'., one ste:,p to irnprov1n,; 
1•11!,lic t:-ducatiDn :i.n ~:,•w Jersev. 

r·, • 1: l . , c l , •. 1 c i 1 ,.1 1 t l ll' s ,_. pl' op l r · , , · :,, p 1 :1 i n t. l 1 ( • ci f' t a i l s n f t lie 
,·,•rt.ifi,·;1ti<ln 1iropo,~.J! to tlll·n1, :i11d d,_•t.c•r11JinP if P;Jr:h 

,,,,r·,n11 ls intr•rr",trd i11 s1qip,lrti11g thP propo,;;d ,,; a 
,, 11 ·: ;1 he r o [ c1 s t. a t e w i d t' c: i t i :. , ·: 1 ' ~ n l' t w o r k . 

1: "I .1 i 11 t <) t l,P ';111,p,,r r f v,• 
' J ! I r 'I (' t • ; \'II\ I i I' l V (l t.'' t • 1 l) I i r~ /\.'\I 

';1.1! , ,,,._, 11 1,· ,1ct i,'11 l,v 11,•!1c,,1 k r1,•1 1il11•t:, \,'ill b,• 11•111111111Jc:it.ed 

"tl1<·m thrnur'.11 vo11, tl1t>i1 kf•,' ,·c,11t::ict per:.011, -1,1r1ng tt1e 
1,,····t :;,•v,·,r;il 111,i11tl1s :is the proposal :i.s debated ;;r,d 
•· 1 •1,s.i<iercJ for adoption. 

-',. ,i•;·i1111ing ir:11;H 1di.1tp]~i', the nr1 ~\.;urk mc11,bcrs yl;u :1av~ 
itl,•ntified should be uq;ed to: 

f:ont,1ct ,heir st;1te l,· [,:Jat ivL· t't'Jlr•'.s011t.c:t 

the p11r;,ose of e::pre';,·;i 11;·. support for tl,t, 
propoo,i.ll on certif:i.catiun. 

1 \', l f n r 

,,._ \✓ cit,' nr phone m,'1:1bL'r:-; of th,· 1\•:s,·111b}\' i·,111,·;iri,·,1, 

('.1 1I.i11:ittt.'L·s in 1\~1ptl~~itiuu {11 :\-·-'·'/71., :l11d /\- ),l)(,l l.'11'1' 

V('lL,1, '.;i1t•et fur n;11nl'>,, ,dilr, ,.:.-·:- .,11d br,,,; dr•,;c,·i.r,tion 
,,f bi.lls). 

<' Shar,· lhP det.:lils of ti:,· 1,:c,p,:;il 1-:ith fti1•:1dc;, 

()r;:,1niz:1tion,;, civic ,·:·<•.;;i::, .'liid :1;1,:,1ci:1t:,11:•; tile\" 
hv Lc"n~ 1

1 to, c1nd \..'Ut'('U1 ·'!',t' ,_·,t ht)rs l(, r'('ilt :1(!.. r hr)i r 

!'. 

I(•;·, 1 s l ;1 r <)J" s 

St.Ile H<,.ird 
nr 
u[ 

,, ''I' p,)r l nl ~ t ) t ' 

:irea 0:-:prf'i;s '."IJ'i'"rt fc,r t!1,· 1lC,ipoc::d, , ,,n~:ic, t id·::, 

.Jl1cl CXJ>l"t-'.SS ;1grL't'llt•.'ll{ 
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I .. :-:J,.-1, l,·,•i·.l.1tnr•: 111d oth,•r p11blic nffi,·ial:, in their 
:i r,•,1 ,. •.J•r• ,.;,; "!'!'('':it i r,n to llH1 propnsal, C(111tact 
1 111•1;1 :m,i 1•:-< p n'i;s r<):1sons for. support. 

1.:: ir1· ;, rt,·-rr; tn tlw Pdit:nr fnr dail';; loc;-il l1C\,'SpapPrs 
:·:,•,· pr,·r:s inforri•.ition inrluded). 

1,:ril•' 1,·tt,~r:, ~'°' till' editor for 1,,,.,-,1 w,'Pkl:,· 11p1,,·:;pa11t•rs. 

I-:.1,·"ur,q:c supportive editorials in local !J;,pers. 

~). !',·1·1111ci yn11r 11,•twork 1w(lple that vou will he contacting 
t \;,.m :1s neede<l with ndditional net ion to take. 

11. \t l!l:JO .t.m. ,,n O,:t.ohpr ·i, ]9rU, 3 S\ll'Cl.ll jL)int pubiic 
L•·.,: i ,,:·. wi 11 h,, hPlc! in thf' Asscil1hly Ch:unht.>rs bv thP 

\·.·.,·r:il•iv Fd11<·,1t ic,11 f"t,.11111itte1>s. Tlw lH•.iri1q·, \,•a:; s,·hcd1i1Pd 
',, 1•r1 1 ,·id,· p11!,_l i<· in1'11t. llll t.w0 hi 111; r,•cc•nt l\' int rnd11rPJ 

,•Lwk th,• 1.'.0111mis:;i,11H•r's cPrt.ification propusal (see 
1.,,i11:d bi.lls an<l yL•llow sliL•et). 

·1 .. ,, .1r,i ,·1"·,11ir;q~t•d t,, :1t t l'IHI th,·sc h,-.;1rings :1nu 'q1e,1k 

i11,li•:id11:l1Jy with lcf·,isl,1tnrs in ~upport: c,[ the c,,miniss1oner 1 s. 
••·:·ti!ir-ati,111 initi:1tive :rnd .1v,ainst thesf' tw,, hills. 
!'11,1•~1• ot y1111 who wish to t(•!,t i fy befor,, ,he r-:111111:i rtee 
· l1, .. 1lcl p\iu1w tl1e Gf'1wr:1l l\'.,setably at (609) 292-16/16 to b.:! 
f.;']1vdulL'd 1ur testimony. 

";" 1 '< 1 I ''' li 1 '. ( ~ [)I I t i O 11 • :1 ll cf t IJ ,1 t Of t ll (' 11 f! t W \Jr k p P () r>i P \" tl 1 I i rJ P 11 1 i f y , 
1-:iL: pJ.-,1· ;1 ,·riti,·aL role i.i the imp:-overnent of public education in N~w 
-~!.':'>ti\". 
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CERTIFICATE: Instructional 

ENDORSEMENT: Teacher of Elementary Edurntion 

AUTHORIZATION: 

This endorst>ment authorizes the holder to S('nt· ;1s (•ll'1ne11tarv schuol 1 ... d1t-r ,,, ;;rade,. 
kinJergarten thrm1gh eifd1t in all public sl'l10ok T(•;ichcrs with ,·l,•m(•i1tary 1·1Hi<,r~,·111Pnts ;ir.• 
not permittl'd 10 dt·\·ote rnon• than 011(' half li111(' !<> ll':1('11111,: :11:. r:.us11·, i. ,iltli, horn(' ,-c11 
nomics. ind11strial :irts, or phvsi,·al 1•du,·;itio11 i11 till· f'il'1111,ntarv gr:1lks. T,·ac!wr,-, \\'1lli t•:,,. 
nwntary Pndorsements ilrl' ;i:1thorized t\l tP:1ch tlw crn11mo11 br:111\'11 ,,uhi1•t·h su,·ii :1s reading, 
writing, arithmetic, <111d sp,•lli11g in the s,•c11ndary scl1ool, grades seven through 1 ·.n·lv1·. 

REQUIREMENTS: 

I. A bachelor's dq.!fl'e fro111 an ,H'creditt~d or appn>\'1.•d inst 1111 t ion 

II. Succes,-ful complet101: 1.ifom, of the following: 

A. An u pp roved progrnm -- a col lrg<' curr icu I um :i pprov1·d h the New ./ t:r~f'_\' Stat P De
part 111en t of Education as the hnsis for i1;,11i11;'. this Pndurs1·ment. (St(' listing <l New 
.J2r,-e,· c(llieges a11d universit ie" ullering appr,,Hd programs.) 

UI{ 

13. A program of cr>i:,•w• studil·s includ111g: 

1. Ceneral Educati"n 

a. 4:-, .semtis1er-ilu:1r credits in the foll()w111;: ;1r,·ns. Starn·d (•) :,n•,i,; an' r,·q1i.,.-d. 

*Englist1 
Fine and pracl ical art:; 
Foreign Lrngu age 

:Z. Specialization 

*1\l:1i!H·[1Lllil'S 
j\ Ill"' . 
l'hil,J,<Jpi,, 

J>_.:y·<·hol,,~.\ 

·sci,•JJ("(' 
':-i1wi;.d st .id ,,·s 

a. ~-, ~t·mestf·r-hnur credits Ill t·ducat i1,11 irwl11d1llg slu1!v :ll ut lc;1,,l four of the fol
lowing an? as. :-;t arrPd (•I areas are n·qu 1r<'d. 

l.1 'Methocisofteachingt>acl1oltllv'.1>il"winf,;· 

·) 

: . I 

) 

a.) C're,1t ivc art.~ 
h. l I lf•:lit hand physical Pdut ;i;; >r, 
c. I I ,a11;:11;1ge arts 
d.) i\iatlH'mutic,; 
c.) Hvar!itq~ 
L) S1·it'lll'(' 

g ) StJnul sl ud ies 

•Edtn .ili,,11,il jh_\'c·h()l();;v or ,·q111, ,i!('lll 

·rhm:111 ilfl(I i11tl'fl'llitt1r;;i l"l'i.1! i>•il -

< '11rri1·11li11n, f1,1lllcL1: :r1r1s ()f !'d11< .111"11. >t .1,lt-:., !H'r"1,11i,.·i :st·'\:,·,·.,. i"it'ld 
t'Xpl'rlt'll\'l'S 

:,_ Elel't in·, 

:L Student T,•;id1.1.ng 

a. :\11 .1ppr0\1•d ~ludcnt 1c;11·li111g pn>:.;r,,rn in ad,l111u11 to tli,· ",11·l'1;ilizatio11 re
quirement. 

(Jj' 

~I 
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Elementary Education ( ( '011/ 1 

h. One ol the· following: 

I.) Tl1rt•(· V(•.1rs of nc<·('(Jlahle 1P;1ching experience in a re('ognized school, or 
:..'.) .•\ rPg1tlar, valid rn1t-()f-st:it<• cPrtificatc and official cvidence ,,forw yPar of 

,-,u,·,·1·s,;ful tcaching t'XIH•ricnv,·, r,r 
:Li ('ollt•gt' s\lpervis,•d classroorn teaching 11:itkr a s11h~ta11dard certificate 

appr"v,·d by tlw ::--:l'w ,Jt'rsey State Department "f Ed1,c:it ion. 

NUTE: Endorsement on instruct ion al certificate 

a. A teaclwr hoL!ing n regular :\Jpw ,Jersev instructionai cr,rttficnte in another field. 
wh11 pn•,,·11ts lllPl hods of tPa<'hing in each oft tll' following ,1reas, will be eligible 
tor an Plt-rnt·nt ary c·rnlorsernent: 

I.) Crvali\earts 
L) lll·,tlth and physil·al education 
,)_ I ,;i11~.:u:.q . .!t arts 

1) ;\ L.t Ii<· r,iat ics 
:,. J !i,•;1di1;~ 

fi.) S, H'lll'l' 

7.J :-,ocialst11dies 

APPROVED PROGRAMS: 

Tlw iullowing i\1•w l1·r~"Y collq.;t•,; and unin•rsities offer approved teacher education pru-
grams f<lr this endorc-l'IJl(•!lt. 

( :ald\\PII Collq:t·: l: 
C1·nll'11arv ('ollt·1:, i<>r \Vonwn: lJ 
College of St. Elizali,·t h: U 

Fairlei;d1 I>i1·ki11srn1 l lniversity: U & ND 
Fl'lil'ian ('ollt•gp: \ i '" ND 
C,-or;;i;,11 ('ourt (',,ll1•;•P: {) & ND 
CL1~di"rn St:ilt' ( 'ollq.:e: lJ & (; & NI) 
,Jl'fs1·:,, ( 'it v :-it at<• ( 'ollq;(•: U & (; & NJ) 

Et•i111 ( ,,ll1·r:P of f'\1•w ,Jprsey: U & (; & 1',;!) 

.\.lo11mo11th f'oll1•gp: \l & t: 
'.'Jor1lwastn11 Hiiilt· ( '"lll'ge: U 
H id1·r < 'ollqr,1·. l ! ,1; ~~ I l 
I {u t gers ( · :1mdl·11 ( '"i lege of Arb and Sciencps: U & t; 
l{1Jtger,. Collegi•: l ! 
Hlll/.'.('rs C:rad11:dt• St'iwt>I of Education:(; 
H11t:~ns - L1vin1.:st,>i1 ( 'olll'g(': l' 
Hutger, Newark (':111,pth: U 
St. l'ctu'.s f'ollq:<· l r ,'I.: ~I} 

Seton !tall U11in•r,,1tv: lf & (; 
TrP11to11 State ('i,!l1•g1• l) ,~ (; 
l fpsala Colleg1·: l IS: :\IJ 
William l'atPr:--011 ('.,liq.:<· of Nt•w ,Jerse_v: U & C & ND 

'requin·d area•; 

{'\ --

ND Non-degn·P 

~-) 
/._. 

( 

( 
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COLLEGE SUPERVISOR COLLEGE SUPERVISOR 

KEAN COLLEGE TEACHING PERFORMANCE CENTER 

Student Teaching Competency Evaluation 
---- -- - r nstrncffcins - -

I. TIMELINESS AND METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION 

COOPERATING TEACHER 

A. Midway through the student teaching experience, the cooperating tf!acher should complete a Student Teaching Competency 

Evaluation Form. The content of the report should be discussed with the student teacher. A copy should be given to 

the student teacher, and the college supervisor should be given the remaining copies. 

B. During the penultimate week of student teaching, the Final Student Teaching Competency Evaluation Forms should be 

completed, discussed with the student teacher and college supervisor, and copies should be distributed in the same manner 

as described above. 

COLLEGE SUPERVISOR 

A. Midway through the student teaching experience, the college supervisor should complete an evaluation form. A copy 

should be given to the student and cooperating teacher. Copies ol the cooperating teacher's report should be collected 

and read, then delivered with the copy of the supervisor's report to the Teaching Performance Center_ 

B. During the penultimate week of student teaching, the Final Evaluation Report should be completed, discussed with 

the cooperating teacher and student teacher, and distributed in the same manner as above. 

11. RATING SCALE 

A. Scale - Utilizing the scale below, please circle the appropriate numerical value next to each competency: 

5 Outstanding; 4 Above Average; 

1 Unsatisfactory; 

3 Competent; 

N No Evidence 

2 Below Average; 

B. Scale Standards - A student teacher must receive a minimum achievement level of "competent" on all behaviors 

to pass student teaching and be recommended for certification. 

The term "competent" for the purpose of this report means acceptable work performed by an average student 
teacher. The term should not be rquated to a measure of in-service professional pertormance. 

The use of the symbol "N" means that no evidence of a particular competency has been observed by the co

operating teacher or the college supervisor. The supervisor should confer with the cooperating teacher to determine 

whether competencies in question were met at times when the supervisor was not present. Should an "N" 

appear on the supervisor's final report, the student teacher may not pass student teaching. 
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KEAN COLLEGE TEACHING PERFORMANCE CENTER 

Student Teaching Competency Evaluation 
FOR NEW JERSEY TEACHER CERTIFICATION 

COLLEGE SUPERVISOR'S 

PLEASE WRITE HEAVILY TO RECORD THROUGH ALL COPIES 

MID-EXPERIENCE REPORT -------·-----. --·-·-- FINAL REPORT 

t~am~ ,,f College Supervisor ·-··--·-·-··---· -------·--··------·-------·---

Student ___________ --- --------· ---·-------·- -··· - ---- --- -- -------- Curriculum Major 

Building/School School System/Agency Subject/Grade 

Name of Cooperating Teacher Date 

1. Demonstrates a working knowledge of the basic content areas of his/her major field. 2 

2. Demonstrates ability in the basic skills of written and spoken English. 2 

3. Demonstrates knowledge of human development including the social, physical, 2 
emotional, intellectual, and aesthetic aspects. 

4. Demonstrates knowledge of learning theory. 2 

5. Demonstrates the ability to identify and prescribe solutions for specific teaching- 2 
learning problems. 

6. Demonstrates the ability to plan for instructional activities and write suitable 2 
lesson plans in advance of the lesson. 

7. Demonstrates a working knowledge of the tools of teaching such as instructional 2 
materials, audio-visual hard and soft ware, and print and non-print media. 

8. Demonstrates the ability to effectively manage a classroom. 2 

9. Demonstrates competence with a variety of teaching strategies and styles. 1 2 

10. Demonstrates the ability to communicate effectively with students. 2 

11. Demonstrates the ability to motivate learners. 2 

12. Demonstrates the ability to cooperate and develop rapport with others. 2 

13. Demonstrates a commitment to all assigned responsibilities and professional 
expectations. 2 

14. Demonstrates the ability to be self-analytic and to accept constructive criticism. 2 

15. Demonstrates a sensitivity to human and intercultural relations. 1 2 

16. Demonstrates the ability to assess learning outcomes. 2 

COMMENTS: 

(CIRCLE ONE ON FINAL REPORT ONLY) 

MARK: SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY 

llx 
Signature ____________ _ 

COLLEGE SUPERViSOR 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 

3 4 5 N 



Testimony on Assembly Bills A3974 and A3851 

Dr. D. D. Osheroff, AT&T Bell Laboratories 

I am head of the Solid State and Low Temperature Physics Research Department 
at AT&T Bell Laboratories. As a professional research physicist I am deeply 
interested in science education in this country, and am active as a member 
in the Bell Laboratories Science Education Club as well as the Plainfield 
Science Center. I have given numerous lectures for local Kl2 student 
populations, and through professional recruiting activities have kept in 
close contact with undergraduate and graduate physics populations through
out this country as well. 

I am addressing this committee today not as a representative of AT&T Bell 
Laboratories, but as a citizen who is concerned with the status of public 
education in this state. I will restrict my comments to the needs in math 
and science education in our schools because this is my area of expertise; 
however I do not wish you to infer that I do not perceive similar needs 
in other subject areas as well. 

Enrollments in physics courses at the high school level have been on a 
steady decline in this country. This decline has been paralleled by an 
increase in the percentage of professional physicists we are training who 
come to study physics in this country from abroad. In 1982 40% or nearly 
one half of all entering graduate students seeking an advanced degree in 
physics in this country received their secondary education abroad. That 
American educated students are failing to compete with foreign trained 
students for positions in American universities is indicative of two 
failings: 1) Our students are not bothering to obtain the necessary 
course training they need in math and science, and 2) those who are 
tak:i.ng the courses are not being taught whay they need to learn. I believe 
both these failings are related to the critical shortage of qualified 
math and science teachers in our schools today. Moreover, one cannot replace 
a knowledgeable science or math teacher with a history or english teacher. 
When a poorly prepared teacher attempts to instruct a high school science 
class his ignorance in the subject matter and his inability to properly 
answer thoughtful student questions is painfully evident. Students lose 
respect for such teachers and course enrollments drop: No number of 
education credits nor the best pedagogic techniques can save a classroom 
in which the teacher knows less than his students. Yet our teaching colleges 
are not producing nearly enough trained science teachers to eliminate the 
current shortage, irrespective of their subject matter training. 

The answer to the current shortage of science educators in this country must 
come and to a large extent is coming from outside the teaching profession. 
It is a frequent observation that truly great science teachers often start 
with a love for science and for one reason or another discover a love and 
a talent for teaching. This is not to say that excellent science teachers 
cannot come from teaching colleges, but that potentially important numbers 
of them will always acquire their science training as university science 
majors or through informal reading and self instruction. 

My view of the Cooperman proposal, "An Analysis of Initial Certification," 
is very positive. I consider this thoughtful analysis to be timely and 
impressively thorough. It recognizes many needs in our current educational 
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system and attacks these needs decisively. The recognized need to assure 
competency in subject matter, and at the same time the realization that 
we are and must continue to draw on as broad a basis as possible to obtain 
adequate teaching candidates is a paramount feature of the commissioner's 
proposal. Yet at the same time the proposal acts to insure that these 
candidates are uniformly given a thorough and effective internship, 
supervised by a group of professional educators who have a vested interest 
in the successful training of the intern: his teaching colleagues and 
administrative associates. 

Given the enormous needs and deteriorating condition of public K12 education 
in this nation I do not feel we can afford to forestall or block implementa
tion of this program, as assembly bills A3974 and A3851 would effect. 
I therefore urge that these bills be defeated and that full legislative 
support be given to the commissioner's program. 
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COUNCIL OF NEW JERSEY STATE COLLEGE LOCALS 
NJSFT-AFT/AFL-CIO 

420 CHESTNUT STREET 
UNIOI\J, NEW JERSEY 07083 

201 - 964-8476 

, . ...,._1,·,1,.;"1 

October 17.1983 

Honorable Members 
Assembly Higher Education Committee/Assemhly Education Committee 
CN-042 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

RE: Assembly Bill 3851 

Dear Members of the Committee: 

'I'he Council of New Jersey State College Locals endorses the goals of 
Assembly Bill 3851. But it must be amended to include a 
representative of the American Federation of Teachers as a member of 
the commission. 

The Council of New Jer~ State College Locals represents, as the 
members of the committee are aware, the faculty and professional staff 
at the nine state colleges. Thus the Council represents the 
majority of the organized teacher educators in this state. Those 
teacher educators are intimately involved in the creation and 
implementation of quality programs in teacher education in this 
state. 

Not to include on the commission the representative of teacher 
education faculty at the State Colleges would have meant that the 
proposed commission would not the benefit of the expertise of those 
most involved with the training of the state's future teachers and the 
American Federation of Teachers. 

Sincerely, 

uril~~--
Marcoantonio Lacatena 
President 
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